
Passive Skills 511 

Chapter 511 The city is full of gold coin beasts 

After the system announcement of the Spring Festival event, everyone couldn’t help but be very happy. 

Everyone wanted to see what the event would be like, so they went to the official website to check the 

announcement. 

as zhang shan ran, he opened the official website to check. 

spring festival event announcement: 

[event theme: fighting a divine beast in the new year.] 

[event Duration: Three Days.] 

[event location: all human cities] 

[event content: after the event begins, all kinds of celebratory little divine beasts will appear in the cities 

of the major clans.] 

the little divine beast did not have any attack power. after the players killed the little divine beast, they 

would drop gold coins and various treasure chests. 

The godly beasts were divided into gold coin, orange, red, and beast King. 

As long as the little gold coin divine beast was attacked, it would drop gold coins. The amount of gold 

coins dropped depended on the amount of damage it received. 

The little orange divine beast will drop an orange treasure chest. There is a high chance of obtaining 

orange equipment when opening the orange treasure chest. 

The little red divine beast would drop a red treasure chest. Opening the red treasure chest had a high 

chance of dropping red equipment. 

The divine beast King would drop a purple-gold treasure chest. There was a high chance of obtaining a 

divine weapon mold when opening the purple-gold treasure chest. 

In addition, the official website also announced the images of the Four Divine Beasts. 

These divine beasts did not look as fierce as the monsters they had fought before. 

instead, they all looked very cute. they looked like cute bosses and were very cute. 

In addition, on the official website’s announcement, there was also a prompt about the blood volume of 

these little divine beasts. 

The amount of blood these little divine beasts had was very high. 

Little gold coin beast had 100 million HP. 

The little orange divine beast had 10 billion HP. 

the little red divine beast had 100 billion hp. 



A divine beast King had one trillion health points. 

After reading the contents of the announcement on the official website, Zhang Shan could not help but 

be shocked. 

Not to mention other things, just the amount of blood these little divine beasts had was too outrageous. 

In particular, the divine beast King had one trillion health points. Was he serious? 

Although the divine beast King would drop a purple-gold treasure chest, which could give a divine 

weapon mold, it was still a treasure chest. 

However, with such high HP, could the current players kill it? 

One trillion health points, this was too much, it was simply unbelievable. 

It must be known that with Zhang Shan’s current damage output efficiency, without the passive boost of 

ejection. 

The damage he dealt every hour would not exceed 20 billion. 

A divine beast King had one trillion HP. 

Didn’t that mean that he would have to fight for 50 hours to kill one? 

Two days and two nights of non-stop fighting just to kill a godly beast King. Was this really that 

ridiculous? 

If Zhang Shan had to fight for two days and two nights with such high damage, how long would the 

others need? 

If they fought alone, they would probably never be able to kill him. 

He didn’t know if these little divine beasts could recover health. 

if the little divine beast’s hp recovery speed was as fast as the other bosses, the players would probably 

not be able to kill it. 

Of course, after the event started, everyone could not go out alone. 

The players could gather hundreds or thousands of people to attack the mythical beast King together. 

In any case, these little divine beasts didn’t have any attack power and didn’t need anyone to tank them. 

As long as everyone didn’t stop and attacked the little divine beast, it would be fine. 

Even so, it would take a whole day to kill a godly beast King, right? 

It should be very difficult to go any faster. 

The event would last for three days. 

In other words, a large team could at most kill three godly beast Kings during the event. 



Even the purple-gold treasure chests dropped by every divine beast King could give a divine weapon 

mold. 

Only one team could obtain three divine weapon molds in this Spring Festival event. 

it was still alright. to other players, it was already good enough to have another source of divine weapon 

molds, so they could not be too calculative. 

Of course, no matter what, this event was still a welfare event for the players. 

Even if these little divine beasts were hard to defeat, as long as they dropped good items. 

Zhang Shan believed that the players would not let this go. 

... 

He did not know how many godly beast Kings would appear in this event. 

Please don’t, because the number of godly beast Kings is too small. If everyone fights for the godly beast 

King, they will have to fight. 

at that time, everyone would be fighting and not fighting the little divine beast. that would be funny. 

However, to Zhang Shan, the godly beast King was not his main focus. 

What Zhang Shan valued was the red little divine beast. 

These little red divine beasts should also be considered red bosses. 

As long as he destroyed it, he would be able to complete the mission. 

If that was the case, then the Spring Festival this time had come at the right time. 

Even though the little red divine beast also had a high amount of blood. 

It was as much as 100 billion. 

However, that did not matter. As long as there was a red BOSS to fight, it was good. 

... 

It was much faster than him wandering around the wilderness map every day, looking for bosses to 

fight. 

100 billion HP, to Zhang Shan, was nothing more than a few hours of fighting. 

If he could pull a few red little divine beasts together and make his ejection passive, it would be much 

faster. 

Perhaps three days of activity would allow him to complete the mission of activating divinity. 

Zhang Shan was full of anticipation. 

After reading the announcement on the official website, boss Wu, who had been following Zhang Shan 

around the map, said to him. 



f * ck, this event is a huge benefit. The little divine beasts in the event actually don’t have any attack 

power. They just take a beating and don’t fight back. They’re just wooden targets. 

“Indeed, this Spring Festival event is a great benefit for players of all levels. Normal players can hit the 

gold coin little divine beast. As long as they deal damage, they will drop gold coins. Players with some 

strength can go to the treasure chest monster. There is a higher chance of dropping equipment when 

the treasure chest drops.” 

it’s mainly because the purple-gold treasure chests dropped by the divine beast Kings in this event can 

give a divine weapon mold. I guess those big Shot players are going crazy again. 

“That’s a must. Usually, only real-name bosses will drop divine weapon molds. These mobs will drop 

divine weapon molds, so it’d be strange if they didn’t go crazy.” 

“After midnight, the event will begin. Should we go and do it?” 

yes, I’m going to try fighting a few red little divine beasts first to see if these little divine beasts in the 

event are considered red bosses. If they are, then I’ll finish the quest first. 

that’s right. It’s much more convenient to fight the red BOSS in the event than in the wild map. 

yeah, we’ll talk about it when the event starts tonight. 

Just as Zhang Shan and boss Wu were talking, wind and cloud blade urgently sent a call. 

“Liu Guan, let’s go and deal with the godly beast King after tonight.” 

“I’m not going to deal with the divine beast King. I’m going to try fighting the red divine beast and finish 

the mission first.” 

f * ck, I forgot that you have such a quest. Aren’t you having a good time? there will be so many red 

mythical beasts in the event that you will never be able to finish them. This is much better than you 

looking for bosses all over the map. 

it’s hard to say. I don’t know if a red little divine beast is a red BOSS or not. 

“Do you even need to think about it? it definitely counts.” 

“I hope so.” 

this is going to be troublesome. Without you, the main damage dealer, it will be very difficult for us to 

defeat the godly beast King. 

what’s so difficult about it? you’re all ganging up on a godly beast King. Do you think you can’t kill it? ” 

“That’s going to take a long time. I’m afraid it’ll take an entire day.” 

” that’s fine, right? it’s not a loss to be able to get a divine weapon mold in a day. ” 

it’s not just not a loss. It’s a huge profit to be able to drop a divine weapon mold a day. 

“That’s right. Then you guys go together. I’ll go and fight the red little divine beast first. If the red little 

divine beast doesn’t count as the progress of the task, I’ll come and find you.” 



“Alright,” he said. 

After the announcement of the Spring Festival activities was made, the incident was still slowly 

fermenting. 

After reading the contents of the announcement on the official website, all the players in the game were 

overjoyed. 

The world Channel: 

haha, here comes the big benefit. I’m not going to pass this year. I’m going to fight the divine beast King 

and kill it. I’ll get a purple-gold treasure chest and a divine weapon mold. From now on, I’ll reach the 

peak of my life. 

young man, don’t be so ignorant. Did you kill the godly beast King? ” 

that’s right. The divine beast King has one trillion HP. I’m afraid you can’t kill it even if you don’t sleep 

for three days and three nights. 

organize more people and fight together. We’ll definitely be able to kill them. 

it should be fine if there are more people. After all, we’re in a human city. These monsters shouldn’t be 

under the Holy demon’s protection. 

“There definitely isn’t.” 

don’t even think about becoming a godly beast King. I’ll be happy as long as I can defeat one or two little 

red godly beasts in this Spring Festival. 

” young man, you should have dreams. what’s so good about fighting a small red divine beast? if you 

want to fight, fight the divine beast king. ” 

“Are there so many godly beast Kings for us to fight? At that time, you won’t be snatching it, right?” 

what’s there to be afraid of? it’s not like we’re allowed to PK in the city anyway. Whoever deals more 

damage will get it. 

we have to be capable first. How can we possibly win against those big shots? ” 

that’s right. The big shots ‘damage is much greater than ours. 

you guys are thinking too far ahead. Be more realistic. Isn’t it good to beat up the gold coin beasts and 

get some gold coins? ” 

that makes sense. If I can get 10000 gold coins a day and earn more than 10000 gold coins a day, 

wouldn’t that be great? ” 

in your dreams. You’re collecting more than 10000 gold coins a day. If you can get 1000 gold coins, you’ll 

have to burn incense. 

“You’re right, don’t think too much. It’d be a joke if you can’t even get the money to repair your 

equipment.” 



that’s impossible. If I can’t even get 1000 gold coins a day, I’ll give up. 

“that’s right. if i can’t get 1000 gold coins a day, this is not a benefit at all.” 

let’s not talk about it anymore. Let’s go to sleep and get some rest. We’ll fight again after the event 

starts tonight. 

“I’m going to sleep too. I’m going to fight for three days straight.” 

“F * ck, brother, are you that ruthless? it’s the new year.” 

single dog, my ass. I’m not going to pass this year. I’ll try to earn more than 10000 Yuan a day. 

“You’re awesome.” 

...... 

zhang shan brought boss wu along and continued to search for bosses on the map of heaven’s gate. 

They had managed to kill two red bosses today. 

Zhang Shan’s mission to activate divinity had already reached 48/81. 

When it was close to midnight, Zhang Shan and boss Wu arrived at the demon-suppressing city early. 

After a while, little fairy was teleported to demon-suppressing city. 

She had yet to complete her task of forging a divine weapon. 

He had not forged a divine weapon either. 

However, since there was an event, the little fairy wouldn’t go on a mission. 

Naturally, he would participate in the event first. After the event was over, he would go and complete 

the divine weapon mission. 

She did not follow the others in the Guild to fight the beast King. Instead, she followed Zhang Shan to 

farm the red little divine beast. 

The Lunar New Year divine beast hunting event officially started at midnight. 

As long as it was a human city, there would be small active divine beasts. 

Zhang Shan also did not want to go to other cities and fight for monsters with others. He would just 

participate in the activities in the demon suppressing city. 

In any case, the demon-suppressing city was also a human city, and there would also be active little 

divine beasts spawning. 

After all, the demon-suppressing city was his home ground. 

Here, Zhang Shan was not afraid of others stealing his kill. 

If he was in a city in Chu State, he would be in danger of encountering local players who would try to kill-

steal him. 



Zhang Shan had no other choice. In the city of his own country, he could not attack players from the 

same camp. 

Only foreign players who entered their own cities could pk. 

However, it was different in the demon-suppressing city. 

in the demon-suppressing city, if the team mode was activated, zhang shan could kill anyone. 

Furthermore, in the demon-suppressing city, Zhang Shan did not have to worry that he would not be 

able to defeat anyone. 

No matter how many enemies there were, he didn’t have to worry. 

If she really angered him ... 

Zhang Shan immediately set up the fire god cannon. He would kill any God or Buddha that stood in his 

way. 

He still had more than eighty Vulcan cannons in his backpack. 

If all the fire god cannons were deployed, who would dare to fight him? 

Moreover, other than the fire god cannon, Zhang Shan could adjust the teleportation fees. 

Zhang Shan adjusted the teleportation fee. In the demon suppressing city, no one could beat him. 

This was the advantage of a home team. 

The only pity was that those six-barrel Vulcan machine guns were used as city defense facilities and 

probably couldn’t be used to farm small mythical beasts. 

Otherwise, he could have used the fire god cannon to kill the active BOSS directly. That would have been 

a great experience. 

Zhang Shan estimated that the system would not let him take advantage of this loophole. 

However, it didn’t matter. As long as it was a little red divine beast, it would be considered a red BOSS. 

Anyway, Zhang Shan had no other pursuits. As long as he completed the task of activating divinity as 

soon as possible, it would be fine. 

when it was midnight. 

The system announcement sounded amidst the cheerful beating of drums and gongs. 

[ system announcement: the lunar new year divine beast hunting event has officially begun. 

congratulations to all players for a happy lunar new year. ] 

After the announcement, Zhang Shan, boss Wu, and the little fairy stood on top of the gate tower of the 

demon-suppressing city and looked into the city. 

The city suddenly became a sea of gold coins. 



The entire demon-suppressing city was filled with gold coin mythical beasts, and there were all kinds of 

treasure chest mythical beasts mixed in. 

the various divine beasts looked very cute. 

These little divine beasts, from the scene, looked even cuter than in the public announcement picture. 

On the head of each gold coin mythical beast was a gold coin that was shining. 

The other treasure chest divine beasts were the same. 

each of them had a treasure chest of various colors on their heads. 

Standing on the city gate tower and looking at the cute little divine beasts all over the ground, the little 

fairy’s maiden heart instantly melted. 

“wow, these little divine beasts are so cute. are we going to hit them? Isn’t this too cruel?” 

Hearing these words, Zhang Shan felt very speechless. They were just some moving monsters, could it 

be that he couldn’t bear to do it? 

zhang shan said. 

“Stop bullshitting. Let’s go down and start working.” 

Zhang Shan stood on the city gate tower. He aimed in the direction of a little red divine beast and 

teleported over. 

After he teleported over, he was instantly surrounded by all kinds of cute creatures. 

These little divine beasts were jumping around him and did not know how to attack. 

Even Zhang Shan was a little taken aback by her cuteness. 

However, he didn’t think too much about it and directly shot at the little red divine beast. 

Countless bullets swept towards the little red godly beast. 

However, even after Zhang Shan shot out several times, not even a single scratch was left on the little 

red divine beast. 

Although the damage figure was constantly on top of the little red Spirit beast’s head, constantly 

jumping. 

however, the little red divine beast’s health bar did not show any signs of movement. 

The little red divine beast had 100 billion HP. It was not a joke. 

With Zhang Shan’s damage efficiency, after fighting for a while, he could not even take out 1% of the red 

little divine beast’s health. 

This amount of health was really exaggerated. 

However, the little red divine beast’s health bar did not seem to have any changes. 



However, the health bars of the other small divine beasts around him had already started to drop. 

zhang shan’s ejection damage was reflected on the other small divine beasts around him, jumping up 

and down. 

Especially when it hit the gold coin mythical beast, every time Zhang Shan fired, there would be a ding 

ding ding sound, the sound of gold coins falling into the bag. 

As Zhang Shan fired his gun, boss Wu and the little fairy teleported over. 

Although the little demon said that, she couldn’t bear to do it when she saw these cute little divine 

beasts. 

However, when she started fighting, she didn’t show any mercy. 

The little fairy kept shooting arrows with her longbow. 

After boss Wu gave them the attack blessing, he also used the chain Lightning Skill and kept casting 

lightning attacks at the little divine beast. 

of all the small divine beasts in the event, dollar had the least blood. 

each gold coin mythical beast only had 100 million hp. 

However, these gold coin little divine beasts did not need to be completely destroyed to drop gold coins. 

Zhang Shan estimated that for about a million damage, these gold coin little beasts would drop a gold 

coin. 

Through these gold coin little divine beasts, the efficiency of farming gold coins was very good. 

With Zhang Shan’s damage efficiency, that was if he kept farming gold. 

He would probably be able to get thousands of gold coins in an hour. 

It really wasn’t a dream to earn more than 10000 a day. 

of course, only zhang shan could achieve such efficiency. if it was someone else, it would definitely not 

work. 

not only was zhang shan’s attack power ten times higher than the others. 

His attack speed was also much faster than the others. 

Most importantly, Zhang Shan’s ejection passive had given him a huge boost. 

It increased his damage efficiency by twelve times. 

if other people wanted to, they could get gold coins by killing the little gold coin divine beast. 

They could only get a few dozen gold coins in an hour. 

In the entire game, there were probably only a few people who could get 100 gold coins in an hour. 

Even so, these gold coin mythical beasts were still a welfare monster for many players. 



Killing monsters and dropping gold coins was a benefit that could not be found normally. 

perhaps this was the only event in the entire year that would give such a benefit. 

Of course, these gold coin little divine beasts would drop gold coins as they fought. 

Then, there would be no additional reward for killing the little gold coin mythical beast. 

Gold coin, after being blown up, would not lose a single hair. 

They would only give the corresponding amount of gold coins based on the damage dealt. 

each gold coin mythical beast would give about 100 gold coins after the fight. 

this was a huge benefit for most gamers. 

it must be known that those ordinary players might not even be able to earn 100 gold coins after killing 

wild monsters for an entire day. 

But now, as long as he killed a gold coin little divine beast, he would get 100 gold coins. 

Even if these gold coin mythical beasts had 100 million HP, it was still too much for normal players. 

They did have a lot of health, but they could at least kill dozens of them in a day. 

Wouldn’t that mean that he would get a few hundred gold coins? 

moreover, he would never have to worry about others stealing his kills when he was fighting these gold 

coin little divine beasts. 

This was because when fighting these gold coin little divine beasts, the gold coin drop rate was 

calculated by the amount of damage. 

one million damage would cost one gold coin. 

It didn’t matter even if someone stole his kill. 

Chapter 512 The calm before the storm 

After the Lunar New Year divine beast hunting event began, Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little 

fairy. The three of them were in the demon suppression city, constantly farming monsters. 

Around them, there was a red beast, two orange beasts, and the rest were gold coin beasts. 

As Zhang Shan fired his gun to attack, he also threw out the pomegranate bomb skill from time to time. 

with a wave of zhang shan’s skills, he could injure a large number of small divine beasts. 

as they continued to attack, some of the dollar beasts fell to the ground and left. 

After all, dollar only had 100 million HP. 

with zhang shan’s output efficiency, it would not take too much effort to kill the 100 million health 

dollar divine beast. 



Especially under the passive boost of catapulting, Zhang Shan’s damage was high. 

Of course, only the gold coin beast was slightly easier to fight. 

As for the other two types of small divine beasts, they were not so easy to fight. 

even the little orange divine beast had 10 billion hp. 

although zhang shan’s damage efficiency was very high, it was still not easy to take out tens of billions of 

health. 

Zhang Shan said to boss Wu after clearing the surrounding gold coin mythical beasts. 

“Go look around and see if there are any more red divine beasts. Lure another one over and we’ll fight 

together. 

It’s too slow to fight them one by one.” 

“alright, i’ll go look around.” 

Zhang Shan’s goal was to fight the red boss for his mission. Hence, he had to fight as many red mythical 

beasts as possible. 

As for the other divine beasts, there was no hurry for now. He would deal with them after he had 

completed the mission. 

However, the little red divine beast was not that good either. 

The little red divine beasts in this New Year event all had 100 billion HP. 

If he did not have the passive boost from ejection, Zhang Shan would have to fight for three to five 

hours before he could kill one, the little red divine beast. 

However, if they kept doing it this way, the efficiency would be too low. It would probably take three 

days. 

Zhang Shan could not complete the rest of the mission. 

He still needed more than 30 red bosses to complete the mission. 

Thus, Zhang Shan asked boss Wu to look around the area to see if there were any more red mythical 

beasts. 

If there were, he would give it a try and see if he could lure them over to attack together. 

After boss Wu left, Zhang Shan and the little fairy continued to attack the little red beast in front of 

them. 

Zhang Shan’s ejection damage was constantly jumping back and forth between the red little divine beast 

and the two orange little divine beasts. 

After another two minutes of fighting, the little red mythical beast’s health bar finally moved. 

It had dropped to 99%. 



After two minutes of fighting, Zhang Shan and the little fairy had only managed to take out one percent 

of the red little divine beast’s health. 

This speed was really a little slow. 

If it was any other time, Zhang Shan might have been able to kill a weaker red BOSS in two minutes. 

After a while, boss Wu returned to Zhang Shan’s line of sight. 

Zhang Shan turned around to look at him. 

boss wu was moving closer to zhang shan while continuously using the lightning strike skill to attack a 

little red beast. 

The little red godly beast was jumping and chasing after boss Wu. 

It was just that these little divine beasts did not seem to be very prone to hatred. 

Although boss Wu had been trying his best to lure the monsters ... 

However, that little red Spirit beast would still turn back after chasing for a while. 

boss wu had to continue to rush forward and lure them over again. 

after a long time, boss wu finally managed to lure a little red spirit beast to zhang shan’s side. 

Zhang Shan turned around and started to attack the little red beast. 

He slowly pulled the two little red God beasts together. 

As for the two little orange divine beasts that they had been fighting, they had not been attacked for a 

while. 

She actually ran away with a hop. 

When Zhang Shan saw such a situation, he could not help but be happy. 

It would be better if these two little orange divine beasts ran away. 

It saved him a lot of damage. 

the two orange mythical beasts ran away, and the rest of the gold coin mythical beasts had been 

cleared. 

In front of them, there were only two little red divine beasts. 

zhang shan’s ejection damage was bouncing back and forth on the two little red divine beasts. 

... 

Each time he fired, he would cause six damages to the two little red divine beasts. 

at this point, zhang shan’s damage efficiency had greatly increased. 

Under their attacks, the two little divine beasts ‘HP slowly decreased. 



Of course, the main damage output still had to be dealt by Zhang Shan. 

The little fairy’s damage output was decent. 

Although her damage output could not compare to Zhang Shan’s, her equipment and skills were still not 

bad. 

He could still deal some damage. 

As for boss Wu, his output efficiency was really bad. 

It was not that boss Wu’s equipment was bad. 

Boss Wu’s equipment was not bad. 

A full set of red equipment would be considered a top-notch existence no matter where it was. 

... 

however, as a taoist, boss wu’s attack speed was too slow. 

it might have taken zhang shan three to four shots before boss wu could release the chain lightning skill 

once. 

This attack speed was really slow. 

Dealing damage wasn’t a specialty of the Daoist class. 

Unless he gave boss Wu a summoning skill book and attacked with his pet. 

For example, Windling had a summoning God general, and she would bring the God general along to 

farm monsters. 

they wouldn’t be much slower than other classes. 

It was just that the summoning skill book for Taoists was really not easy to get. 

They had fought so many bosses, but not a single one had dropped. 

Without pets, the Taoist could only use lightning skills to slowly electrocute the monsters. 

Boss Wu’s Chain Lightning Skill could attack two red mythical beasts at the same time. 

However, because his attack speed was too slow, the damage he dealt was too little. 

Boss Wu was only there to make up the numbers, so he didn’t have much use. 

However, the attack blessing that he added was very powerful. 

An attack blessing status, giving Zhang Shan and the little fairy an additional 20% attack. 

It was very impressive. 

With the addition of the attack blessing status, Zhang Shan’s theoretical damage was already close to 

150000. 



Zhang Shan and the other two surrounded the two red mythical beasts and attacked them continuously. 

Although the fight was very slow, the health of the two little red divine beasts had been steadily 

decreasing. 

The prospect of blowing them up was promising. 

While Zhang Shan and the rest were facing the two little red mythical beasts, fighting non-stop. 

There were players from various countries passing by them from time to time. 

However, after they saw Zhang Shan, there was no conflict. 

Since the event had just started, there were all kinds of little divine beasts everywhere. 

And what Zhang Shan and the rest were fighting was only a small red Spirit beast, not a spirit beast King. 

No one would come to steal his monster. 

These people were probably looking for the divine beast King. Otherwise, they would not have to run 

around. 

After the event started, all the players quickly locked onto their targets and were fighting non-stop. 

This was because there were many small divine beasts. 

There were more than 20 cities of the human race, and all of them were filled with little divine beasts. 

of course, although there were many small divine beasts, there were very few divine beast kings. 

In this Spring Festival, there were only two to three godly beast Kings in each city. 

There were so many players who wanted to fight the godly beast King, but there was not enough to go 

around. 

In their own country’s city, players from the same camp could not PK each other in the city. 

While someone was fighting the godly beast King, no one else could interfere. 

this was because the godly beast king had already been discovered and was surrounded by people. it 

was impossible to kill steal. 

So far, there were still many players who had yet to find their target. 

Therefore, the players who could not find the godly beast King wanted to look for it in other cities. 

For example, demon-suppressing city, wind Cloud City, and even the East and West cities had a large 

number of players. 

Even the 10,000 gold coins teleportation fee could not stop everyone’s enthusiasm for the godly beast 

King. 

of course, their enthusiasm was for the purple-gold treasure chest above the head of the divine beast 

king. 

It wasn’t for the cute image of the divine beast King. 



After the spring Festival event began, all the players were full of excitement. 

Even though it was midnight and it was the New Year’s Day. 

however, new world was still very popular today. 

In fact, it was even more explosive than usual. 

According to the official website, the number of players online at the same time tonight had broken a 

new record, exceeding 350 million. 

There were countless idle players, and they might only come online occasionally. 

But tonight, most of them were online. 

Everyone would not let go of the benefits from the Spring Festival. 

After all, gold coins would drop if he just killed any gold coin divine beast. 

Having gold coins meant that he could exchange for the same amount of blue coins. 

In order to earn money, everyone didn’t even skip the new year. 

They all swarmed into the game. 

Right now, all the cities were filled to the brim with players. 

Fortunately, there were many small divine beasts spawned from the event, except for the divine beast 

King. 

There were all kinds of divine beasts, and everyone simply couldn’t finish fighting them. 

Otherwise, they would have killed many monsters. 

But even so ... 

Zhang Shan estimated that it would not be long before there would still be problems. 

it would be strange if those who couldn’t get the king of beasts didn’t cause trouble. 

If they couldn’t get the divine beast from their own camp, then they could just go and get both things, 

right? 

That place belonged to the human race’s neutral camp, and players from all countries could go there. 

Moreover, players from all countries could freely pk in the East and West cities. 

The main thing was that he was strong enough. There was no problem at all for him to snatch other 

people’s godly beast Kings from the East and West. 

Another point was that there were more godly beast Kings in both the East and West than in other 

cities. 

Zhang Shan had heard that the players had already found more than 20 mythological beast Kings in the 

East and West capital. 



Of course, the godly beast Kings that had been found were already being fought. 

if the others wanted to snatch the divine beast king, they would have to kill the person first. 

those who wanted to snatch the godly beast king could go to the cities of other countries. 

In short, as long as they were strong enough, they would be able to fight with the divine beast King. 

However, if that was the case, the entire game would soon become chaotic. 

The reason why they hadn’t started fighting yet was because they hadn’t finished searching. 

Those who had not found the godly beast King were still looking for it. 

If they still could not find the godly beast King after a while, they would have to steal other people’s 

monsters. 

For those with strength, there was no hurry. 

Anyway, the godly beast King had enough blood. 

No matter how strong the team was, it would probably take more than half a day to kill one. 

when they really couldn’t find a new godly beast king to fight with, it wouldn’t be too late to rob others. 

Of course, all of this had nothing to do with Zhang Shan. 

He only wanted to bribe the little red divine beast. 

Compared to the rare number of divine beast Kings, there were so many of them that they could not be 

killed. 

Every city probably had thousands or tens of thousands of red little divine beasts. 

Moreover, the little red divine beast’s blood volume was also very high, reaching 100 billion. 

With so many little red mythical beasts and such high HP, it was enough for everyone to fight no matter 

how many players there were. 

moreover, compared to the divine beast king, the little red divine beast was not attractive at all. 

Any team of players with some ability wanted to fight the divine beast King to get a divine weapon mold. 

How could they pay any attention to such a small red divine beast? 

Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy. The three of them surrounded the two little red 

mythical beasts and kept attacking. 

Although there were people passing by occasionally, no one would come to disturb them. 

the three of them were having a great time. 

The two little red divine beasts “HP also kept on slowly dropping. 



Although the speed of the drop was very slow, Zhang Shan was not panicking. At least the health of 

these two little red mythical beasts was steadily dropping. 

As long as they continued to fight, they would be able to blow up these two little red divine beasts. 

Zhang Shan estimated that with their current damage output, they could probably play for another hour 

or so. 

if they could, they would destroy these two little red divine beasts. 

it was faster than he had imagined. 

With Zhang Shan’s catapulting passive, the speed of the two little red divine beasts fighting together 

was almost ten times faster than fighting one by one. 

After all, Zhang Shan’s ejection was passive. It was not a joke to eject twelve times to deal damage. It 

was very fierce. 

As Zhang Shan fired his gun, he checked the chat records on the various chat channels. 

from the start of the event, the players were all pumped up and full of passion. 

All the chat channels were flooded with messages. 

Even the world Channel was flooded with comments. 

One had to know that it cost money to speak in the world Channel. 

Furthermore, the price of consecutive messages was ridiculously high. 

But today, everyone seemed to have become rich, and they didn’t care about the fee. 

The comments on the world Channel flew everywhere. 

It felt like it was free. 

The world Channel: 

haha, these gold coins are so generous. I got five gold coins. 

” brother, you’re so slow. i’ve already got 16 gold coins. ” 

you guys are so useless. What’s the point of farming gold coins? go find the beast King. You’ll be rich if 

you kill the beast King. Farming gold coins for a year can’t compare to killing a beast King. 

“The godly beast King can’t be killed even if we find it.” 

that’s right. The divine beast King has one trillion HP. Such an exaggerated amount of HP has nothing to 

do with us. We can’t kill it at all. 

“You still want to fight the godly beast King? I’m afraid you don’t know how the word “death” is written. 

If you go to fight the godly beast King without any strength, you’re doomed to be fruitless. In the end, 

you’ll be snatched away.” 



“What’s there to be afraid of? we can’t PK in our own country’s city. As long as we find the divine beast 

King, we can organize a group of people and quickly fight it. As long as we can kill the godly beast King 

before the event ends, we’ll get a divine weapon mold. Don’t let go of such an opportunity to get rich 

instantly, hehe.” 

“Get rich my ass, brother, I’m afraid you still don’t understand the situation.” 

that’s right. Even if local players can’t PK, why can’t foreign players come? ” 

it can’t be. Don’t tell me those big shots dare to cross countries to steal the godly beast King? ” 

why wouldn’t they dare? if those big bosses were really so anxious, it would be strange if they didn’t 

Rob from across countries. 

“F * ck, isn’t it too much to cross countries?” 

“For the sake of a divine weapon mold, there will be people who will do anything, no matter how 

overboard it is,” 

” let’s wait and see. i think it won’t even be tomorrow before a cross-country war breaks out. and it’s 

definitely not just one. i think it’ll break out everywhere. ” 

f * ck, a cross-country war is so scary. Please don’t drag me into it. I just want to get some gold. 

me too. I just want to take advantage of the event to farm more gold coins and earn some red packet 

money. 

I don’t want to say anything else. After I kill this dollar beast, I will find a remote place and slowly kill it. 

That way, if a fight really breaks out, it won’t affect me. 

“That’s a good idea,+1.” 

Zhang Shan looked at the comments on the world Channel and could not help but feel emotional. 

It seemed like everyone’s point of view was similar. 

Everyone thought that this Spring Festival event would not stop and would eventually lead to a fight. 

Actually, it made sense. If someone fought for an entire day, they might have almost killed the godly 

beast King. 

Would those who did not manage to defeat the godly beast King not be envious? 

As long as they rushed over and killed everyone, they could easily take over the godly beast King. 

He did not need to spend too much effort to kill a divine beast King and get a purple-gold treasure chest 

and a divine weapon mold. 

It was impossible that no one would take this opportunity to kill and steal monsters. 

even if they couldn’t rob the godly beast king in their own country, someone would rob them across 

countries. 

Of course, he had to be strong enough to do that. 



Otherwise, he would be sending her off. 

Time slowly passed. It was still the early stage of the event, and the cities were still relatively stable. 

For the time being, there was no chaos. 

However, in the regional channel of each city, everyone was pulling people everywhere to fight the 

divine beast together. 

Not everyone wanted to farm the gold coin mythical beast. 

for normal players, although they would definitely not get a share of the divine beast king. 

However, they could go and fight the little orange divine beast and the little red divine beast. 

To them, orange and red equipment could also be considered as top-grade equipment. 

However, the orange divine beast and the red divine beast both had a very high amount of blood. 

10 billion and 100 billion hp was still an astronomical figure for ordinary players. 

If they didn’t gather more people, they might not be able to kill a little red divine beast even at the end 

of the event. 

Therefore, there were some active players in every city, pulling people everywhere to fight the divine 

beast together. 

In the middle of the night, the entire game was in full swing, full of joy and harmony. 

However, Zhang Shan knew that this was only the prelude to the storm. 

However, all of this had nothing to do with him. 

Zhang Shan only wanted to quietly fight some red little divine beasts and complete the mission first. 

Under the continuous attacks of the three of them. 

after more than an hour, these two little red divine beasts were finally destroyed by them. 

Two red treasure chests fell into Zhang Shan’s backpack. 

However, the treasure chest was not his focus. It was useless to him. 

Zhang Shan quickly opened the mission panel to check the progress of the mission. 

[ mission completion rate: 50/81 ] 

Haha, farming these little red divine beasts in the event would indeed calculate the progress of the task. 

after zhang shan checked the mission panel, he was very happy. 

Just now, he had killed two little red divine beasts, which gave him two task progress points. 

This was good. 

Although these little red divine beasts had as much as 100 billion blood. 



But to Zhang Shan. 

If he pulled the two red little divine beasts together to fight, it would not be too difficult. 

With the passive boost from the ejection, the three of them could destroy the two little red divine 

beasts in about an hour. 

as long as zhang shan continued to kill them, he would be able to complete the mission with 31 red 

bosses. 

if he were to calculate it with his current farming speed. 

Perhaps he would be able to complete the mission today, then he could find an Qisheng to help him 

repair the divine artifact. 

He repaired the last ring. 

In that case, he would have taken care of all his offensive divine weapons. 

speaking of which, the three accessories were all part of the sky eagle king set, so he didn’t know if they 

had set attributes. 

It would be perfect if there were additional set attributes like other games. 

Who knew what kind of attributes this set of heavenly Eagle King Accessories would have. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan’s heart was filled with anticipation. 

New world was a game that was not good at all. 

He didn’t say anything and let the players explore on their own. 

But this was good too. 

Perhaps if Zhang Shan was the first to create the set, there would be other additional rewards. 

Wouldn’t it be great if he was given a reward of +1000 to all attributes? 

Chapter 513-arrogance 

After killing the two little red mythical beasts, he had received two mission progress points. Zhang Shan 

was very happy. 

He gave boss Wu and the little fairy one each of the two red treasure chests. 

As for Zhang Shan himself, he did not need it. 

Boss Wu and little fairy did not follow Feng Yun realm and the rest to fight the beast King. 

Instead, he had specially accompanied him to fight the little red divine beast on a mission. This was 

already very good. 

he didn’t want the treasure chests, so he gave them all to boss wu and the little fairy. 

the little fairy said happily after receiving the treasure chest. 



haha, today is the first day of the new year. I’m definitely going to get something good to celebrate the 

arrival of the new year. 

“This thing, I thought it could only drop red equipment? Could it be that there are other items?” 

Zhang Shan felt that the little fairy’s brain circuit was very strange. 

of course, there might be other items. The announcement only said that there is a higher chance of red 

equipment being dropped from the red treasure chest. It didn’t say that there wouldn’t be other items. 

“Alright,” he said. 

This was also a good way to understand it. 

It was just that Zhang Shan felt that the ” higher probability ” mentioned in the game was basically a 

confirmed thing. 

Of course, there might be people who were particularly unlucky or had extremely heaven-defying luck. 

It was also possible that the item he got was not within the range of this high probability. 

It was just that Zhang Shan had never held high hopes for things that had a low probability of happening. 

even though his luck was very high. 

But Zhang Shan had never expected to be a European king every day. 

to zhang shan’s knowledge, a red treasure chest could only give red equipment. 

If he wanted to open other items, he would have to be rich or have dark clouds above him. 

Little fairy opened the treasure chest, and a red light flashed. 

She said gloomily. 

it’s really just a red equipment. It’s boring. 

After little fairy finished speaking, she displayed a piece of red equipment on the party channel. 

Zhang Shan said after taking a look. 

“it’s not bad. it’s a level 40 red axe that everyone can use now. i think it can be sold for 30000 to 50000 

gold coins.” 

“What can tens of thousands of gold coins do? Why don’t you give me a divine artifact mission item? I 

want a divine artifact longbow.” 

Hearing the little fairy’s words, Zhang Shan was speechless. This girl really dared to think. 

you’re thinking too much. If a red treasure chest can give a divine weapon mission item, then why would 

everyone still fight for the divine beast King? wouldn’t it be better if everyone went to fight the small 

red divine beast? ” 

forget it. Let’s go find the next one and get more red treasure chests. I don’t believe that all the red 

equipment we get are trash. 



“Let’s go and find the next one.” 

after a while, zhang shan brought boss wu and the little fairy and quickly found a little red godly beast. 

then, he continued. 

Although the demon-suppressing city was not big, there were already many players from various 

countries scattered around the city to farm all kinds of small divine beasts. 

However, the little red divine beast was not in high demand. 

It was not difficult for them to find the little red divine beast. 

He found one after a few rounds. 

after finding the little red spirit beast, zhang shan and the little fairy started to move quickly. 

Boss Wu continued to look for the next one, ready to lure it over and fight it together. 

Zhang Shan held the hand cannon, and the bullets kept on sweeping towards the little red divine beast. 

At the same time, he kept using pomegranate bomb to clear out the gold coin mythical beasts around 

him. 

There were many gold coin mythical beasts around the red mythical beast. 

if he did not clear them first, it would seriously affect zhang shan’s output efficiency. 

Every time he fired, the rebound damage would all jump onto the gold coin mythical beast. 

although when the damage hit the gold coin mythical beast, there would be a continuous sound of gold 

coins falling into the bag. 

However, Zhang Shan’s goal was not to farm gold. 

He only had one goal, and that was to get more red little divine beasts and quickly finish the task. 

Thus, Zhang Shan had to quickly clear out an empty space. 

In order for his ejection damage to only jump on the little red beast, that was the correct way to 

efficiently kill monsters. 

After a while, boss Wu led a little red godly beast over. 

After gathering the two little red mythical beasts together, Zhang Shan went all out. 

... 

The violent bullets poured towards the little red divine beast. 

Time passed slowly. 

Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy. The three of them could kill two red mythical beasts 

every hour. 



Looking at the progress of the God’s trait activation mission, which was rising step by step, Zhang Shan 

was very happy. 

However, the atmosphere in the other parts of the game was no longer as harmonious as it was at the 

beginning. 

In the various cities, the battle of words caused by the fight for monsters rose one after another. 

The regional channels of the various cities were flooded with curses. 

Even though local players could not pk each other in their own country’s cities, they could not kill each 

other. 

Logically speaking, it wasn’t good to steal other people’s monsters. 

However, people always thought of a way. 

Not long after the event started, people quickly discovered a good way to kill steal in their own country’s 

cities. 

... 

That was, when the little divine beast’s HP dropped to two-thirds, they would bring a group of people 

and rush forward. 

The little divine beast, who had already lost one-third of its health, was killed. 

This was because in the game, the final ownership of the items dropped by the monsters was not 

determined by who had attacked first. 

Instead, a certain person or a certain team would only be able to obtain the dropped items if they dealt 

more than half the damage. 

If there were multiple players or multiple teams attacking together, the items dropped by the monster 

would belong to the player or team with the highest damage. 

Of course, when they were fighting bosses, there would be some additional mechanisms. 

However, this seemed to be how the owners of the items were calculated during the spring Festival. 

Try to imagine, as long as you or your team can deal enough damage. 

when the other party had killed one-third of their hp, or even more, they would rush up and steal the 

monster. 

Wouldn’t that be a one-hit kill? 

It was equivalent to letting others help him for nothing and taking a third of his HP. 

One had to know that in this Spring Festival, the amount of blood from all kinds of small divine beasts 

was terrifyingly high. 

It would save him a lot of trouble if he could reduce his HP by one-third. 



moreover, the spring festival activities this time were all held in the city. 

after stealing someone else’s monster, the other party could only stare helplessly and had no moves at 

all. who asked them to steal damage and not others? 

Of course, stealing monsters like this would definitely attract a lot of scolding. 

Those who had their monsters stolen couldn’t kill people in the city, so they could only curse in the city’s 

regional channel. 

Other than that, there was no other way. 

For those who took the initiative to kill steal, what did being scolded mean? 

Getting scolded wouldn’t cost him anything. Only the treasure chest dropped by the little divine beast 

was the most practical. 

Of course, the kill-steal method here could only be used in the city of the country. 

Moreover, they could only fight for the orange divine beast and the red divine beast. 

As for dollar, there was no need to fight for it. 

this was because when fighting gold coin mythical beasts, the gold coins were distributed according to 

the damage dealt. the system would give the same amount of gold coins as the damage dealt. 

a gold coin for 1000000 damage. even if he was killed, it didn’t matter. 

There was no additional treasure chest reward for killing the gold coin mythical beast. 

As for the godly beast King, no one had robbed it in the city of the country. 

This was because the teams that fought against the divine beast Kings in their own cities were all very 

powerful. 

When they found the godly beast King, they had surrounded it tightly. No one could even squeeze in. 

Not to mention kill stealing. 

Moreover, those who dared to fight the divine beast King were all big teams and they had a certain level 

of confidence in their strength. 

Otherwise, how could he have the confidence to take down one trillion HP of the divine beast King 

before the event ended? 

Unless the players were killed, there was no such thing as kill stealing. 

However, in their own cities, they could not pk each other. 

As such, no one was fighting for the godly beast King yet. If they wanted to, they could only go to neutral 

cities or cross countries to kill-steal. 

In comparison to the various countries, there were only war of words. No one had the guts to cross the 

country and steal the divine beast King. 



however, in the neutral east and west, there were already endless wars. 

Many of the teams that had found the godly beast King first had been eliminated and the godly beast 

King had been taken away. 

Those powerful teams did not manage to find the godly beast King at the beginning. 

However, they could rely on their strength to snatch other people’s divine beast Kings to fight. 

If they wanted to kill steal, they had to kill. 

those who were robbed were naturally unwilling. 

even if their strength was inferior, they would still gather more people and launch a counterattack. 

the entire east and west were already in a mess. 

After a player had fallen to the ground with both his East and West equipment, if he could not wait for 

the support to resurrect, he would be killed. 

They could only resurrect in their own cities. 

There were no resurrection points for both items. 

Reviving in their own country’s city meant that ... 

If he wanted to go to the East and West, he would have to pay another 10000 gold coins for the 

teleportation fee. 

He had to admit that the game’s setting was really dark. 

it was even darker than zhang shan’s setting in the demon-suppressing city. 

even so, those who stole monsters and those who were robbed did not give up. they surrounded the 

divine beast king and fought continuously. 

As long as they fell to the ground, they would immediately resurrect in the city and then teleport back. 

The result was that they spent far more time fighting than they did fighting the godly beast King. 

The divine beast King’s HP was not reduced by much even at dawn. 

On the other hand, some players had already died three or four times, losing three or four levels. 

But they didn’t care about that. 

the levels in new world were very high. 

However, he would be able to rise up sooner or later. 

However, divine artifacts were really difficult to obtain. 

In this Spring Festival event, he would defeat the divine beast King, obtain a purple-gold treasure chest, 

and get a chance to obtain a divine weapon mold. 



As long as the player forces had some strength, they would not let them go. 

Therefore, even if they died a few times and lost a few levels, they still had to fight for it. 

The war between the East and West continued. Fengyun city and demon suppression city, these two 

player cities, were not very quiet either. 

Feng Yun realm brought his guild members to farm the event monsters in Feng Yun city. 

Under the leadership of Feng Yun realm, the main force members of the Guild were fighting against the 

godly beast King. 

Fengyun city appeared in total and two godly beast Kings were snatched by Fengyun realm. 

Feng Yun realm led tens of thousands of guild members to attack the two godly beast Kings since the 

start of the event. 

The other members of wind and cloud Guild were also farming monsters nearby. 

The wind and cloud Guild was currently a level 5 Guild. It had already recruited 200000 members. 

Wind and cloud Guild’s high-end combat power was already very strong. 

Just the 200000 guild members gathered together were a powerful force. 

even so, there were still some people who were unwilling to give up. the entire fengyun city did not stop 

for a single night. 

There were a few times in a row where foreign players wanted to Rob the wind cloud Guild of the divine 

beast King that they were fighting. 

However, these people were all repelled by Feng Yun realm and his men. 

feng yun realm was indeed a big-hearted man. 

He had brought his men to fight the divine beast King in wind Cloud City, but he did not increase the 

teleportation fees in wind Cloud City. 

Currently, the teleportation fee in Fengyun city was still 200 gold coins. 

Zhang Shan was a little suspicious. Was Feng Yun realm fishing? 

He had intentionally let others teleport over so that they could snatch the godly beast King. 

Then, he would earn their teleportation fee and kill their people. 

She felt that Feng Yun realm was also a black-hearted person. 

Could it be that Feng Yun realm wanted to take advantage of this Spring Festival event to earn back the 

money he spent in wind Cloud City? 

it was just that he was walking on a tightrope, so he hoped that he wouldn’t screw up. 

Although the wind and cloud Guild was very strong, with more than 200000 guild members, it was still a 

Guild. 



This was something that none of the player guilds could compare to. 

However, with Feng Yun realm’s actions, there was no guarantee that other player factions would not 

be jealous and join forces to deal with them. 

By then, if there were more enemies, Feng Yun realm and the others might not be able to defeat them. 

Although the wind cloud Guild had the home ground advantage, Feng Yun realm should still have some 

intermediate arrow towers. 

If a fight really broke out, he could set up arrow towers in the city to assist in the battle. 

However, if the scale of the chaotic battle escalated and millions of enemies came, they might not be 

able to hold on. 

Of course, although Zhang Shan felt that Feng Yun realm was just being reckless, he had to be careful 

not to overdo it and flip over. 

It would be best to increase the teleportation fee to prevent any accidents. 

but thinking about it, zhang shan did not say anything. 

Anyway, Zhang Shan did not. He was with Feng Yun realm and the rest, fighting the godly beast King in 

Feng Yun city. 

Instead, he was in the demon-suppressing city, farming red-colored little divine beasts and doing 

missions. 

i believe that feng yun realm will handle the matter of fengyun city well. 

If they really started fighting, he could go over and help. 

Compared to Fengyun city, the situation in demon-suppressing city was even more chaotic. 

After the event started, the demon-suppressing city had only spawned one mythical beast King. 

In the beginning, there were no powerful player forces fighting the mythological beast King. 

However, as the godly beast Kings of each city were all divided up ... 

The player forces that did not have a mythical beast King to fight with started to work together and fight 

for mythical beast Kings everywhere. 

The divine beast King in the demon-suppressing city was no exception. 

Although Zhang Shan, as the city Lord, was in the demon suppression city, he did not care about these 

things. 

Anyway, he just wanted to farm some red little divine beasts for missions. 

Meanwhile, the members of the wind and cloud Guild were all concentrated in wind and cloud City to 

farm active monsters. 

As for the godly beast King in the demon-suppressing city, it was up to others to snatch it. 



It should be said that the more others fought, the more beneficial it was to Zhang Shan. 

As long as the battle was intense enough, more people would be teleported over. 

then zhang shan would be able to receive more teleportation fees. why not? 

Why would he care about such a good thing? 

it would be better if the others were to fight for real in the demon-suppressing city. 

The teleportation fee was 200 gold coins. 

if tens of thousands of people were teleported over every time, he would be able to earn millions of 

gold coins in one wave. 

Even snatching money wasn’t as convenient as him. 

It would be weird if Zhang Shan would meddle in this. 

As long as others didn’t interfere with his mission, it would be fine as long as he fought the little red 

divine beast. 

After a night of fierce fighting, the godly beast King in the demon-suppressing city was finally taken by 

the carefree Guild in the cloud dream city. 

Of course, the carefree Guild had only managed to get it temporarily. It was still unknown whether they 

could defeat the godly beast King in the end. 

The carefree Guild was quite miserable. 

As one of the top 10 guilds, the rise of the new guild, traversing Four Seas, had severely affected their 

development in DreamCloud city. 

Just like the Spring Festival event this time. 

The means of the unfettered Guild were far inferior to that of traversing Four Seas. 

The two godly beast Kings that had appeared in the DreamCloud city were both taken by the Dragon 

King of the eastern sea and the members of traversing Four Seas. 

As a big Guild in the same city, the members of the unfettered Guild could only watch helplessly. 

Let’s not talk about the carefree Guild, they might not even be able to defeat traversing Four Seas. 

even if they could, they had no other choice. 

they couldn’t pk each other in their own cities. 

Freedom King had no choice but to bring his guild members to the neutral city to fight the divine beast 

King. 

In the beginning, they had been to both the East and West. 

It was just that the chaotic battle over there was really too intense. 



The members of the unfettered Guild didn’t have any advantage after several waves of battles. 

In the East and West, they didn’t even get a single godly beast King. Many of them had died once. 

Therefore, freedom King changed his mind and wanted to try it out in a player’s city. 

They could forget about wind Cloud City. 

Freedom King also knew that Feng Yun realm had already taken the godly beast King in wind Cloud City. 

He could only try in the demon-suppressing city. 

It was because the demon-suppressing city was a small city. 

in the beginning, it was not the focus of everyone’s attention. 

In the demon-suppressing city, several small guilds had been fighting over the divine beast King. 

After freedom King arrived with his men, they quickly repelled several small guilds. 

Then, he attacked the godly beast King vigilantly. 

Freedom King was worried that there would be another wave of people coming to kill steal. 

At dawn, some of the divine beast Kings had already lost a lot of HP. 

Meanwhile, the competition for the godly beast King in each city was getting more and more intense. 

Until the last moment, no one could be sure that their side could steadily blow up the godly beast King. 

Not to mention others, even Wargod Li Jing would be attacked by other players from time to time when 

he led a team of main members in his Guild to fight the divine beast King in the East Capital. 

it was even more so for the other player forces. 

Those who failed to get the godly beast King became crazier and crazier. 

Usually, when they met people they couldn’t afford to offend, they would avoid them. 

However, in this event, many people seemed to have lost their minds. Even if it was God, they would 

still try to snatch it. 

Freedom King and his men had been fighting in the demon-suppressing city for more than an hour. 

Suddenly, a large number of players from the state of Zheng entered demon suppression city. 

These players from the state of Zheng were not from the two major guilds of the state of Zheng, the 

Xuanyuan Guild and the Kyushu Guild. 

Instead, they were people gathered by a few second-rate guilds in the state of Zheng. 

One of the leaders of the small guilds shouted as he rushed into the demon-suppressing city. 

enter the demon-suppressing city and kill anyone you see. After you’ve killed all of them, guard the 

teleportation Hall. Then, we’ll go and fight the godly beast King. 



I don’t think that’s a good idea. The demon suppressing city is the city of six-headed Bodhisattva. If we 

seal off the teleportation Hall, will he interfere? ” 

what’s there to be afraid of? our guilds have over a million players, why would we need to be afraid of 

six-pipe Bodhisattva? ” 

“We’re only doing this for the sake of the mythical beast King. As long as we kill off the members of the 

unfettered Guild and the people in clear light demon-suppressing city, we’ll be able to kill them. We’ll 

leave after we defeat the mythological beast King. We won’t take his city, so why would the Bodhisattva 

of six realms care about us?” 

“That’s right, what’s there to be afraid of? Six-barreled Bodhisattva isn’t a deity. With so many of us 

here, if he dares to meddle in our business, we’ll kill him as well.” 

that’s right. Anyway, the people of wind and cloud Guild are all fighting the divine beast King in wind 

Cloud City. They don’t have time to care about the matters in demon suppression city. 

“Don’t worry about anything. As long as they’re not from the state of Zheng, kill them all.” 

“Kill, kill them all and take the godly beast King.” 

A large group of players from the state of Zheng swarmed into the demon-suppressing city and killed 

anyone they saw. 

He did not care which country they were from, as long as they were not from the state of Zheng, he 

would kill them. 

Many of the players who were originally farming small divine beasts in the demon-suppressing city were 

in trouble. 

They just wanted to get some gold coins, orange equipment, or red equipment in the demon-

suppressing city. 

Who knew that the Zheng players would be like mad Dogs, killing anyone they saw. 

The state of Zheng’s players ‘actions in demon suppression city had incited resistance from the players 

in the city. 

However, these players did not have any battle power, and were quickly suppressed by the players from 

the state of Zheng. 

the state of zheng’s players were extremely arrogant in demon suppression, but they did not know this. 

At this moment, Zhang Shan was in the demon-suppressing city, farming the little divine beasts. 

in their impression, zhang shan should be fighting the divine beast king with the people from wind cloud 

guild at this time. 

In fact, other than a portion of them who had met Zhang Shan’s people while they were looking for 

monsters. 



The others did not know that Zhang Shan was in the demon suppressing city, farming red little divine 

beasts. 

No one could have thought of this. 

Who would have thought that Zhang Shan would give up on fighting the divine beast King and instead 

stay in the demon-suppressing city to farm the red-colored little divine beasts? 

Chapter 514 

A large number of players from the state of Zheng swarmed into the demon suppressing city. 

The situation in the demon-suppressing city was in chaos. 

After the state of Zheng’s players were teleported to the demon suppression city, they were all stunned. 

first, a few thousand people were to block the teleportation hall. 

Then, hundreds of thousands of players rushed to the place where the carefree Guild was fighting the 

mythical beast King. 

the remaining players of the state of zheng dispersed into the city and began to clear out the other 

players who were farming the little divine beasts in the city. 

The carefree Guild was really a tragedy. 

As one of the top ten guilds, they were extremely powerful. 

However, facing the players from the state of Zheng, they had no way of resisting. 

After all, there were only 100000 guild members in the entire unfettered Guild. 

Facing the hundreds of thousands of Zheng players, they could not defend at all. 

in games, having more people was the way to go. 

Not everyone could be like Zhang Shan. 

He could form an Army and fight thousands or even tens of thousands of soldiers. 

It was already impressive for a normal player to be able to take on more than a dozen people at the 

same time. 

moreover, the members of the unfettered guild had already fought several major battles in a row at 

night. 

They had already used up all their ultimate skills. 

Facing the players from the state of Zheng, as one of the top ten guilds, they could not display their full 

strength. 

They were forced to retreat by the players from the state of Zheng. 

King Xiaoyao was furious. 



He started to ask people for help everywhere. 

However, when the players from the state of Zheng had just teleported over, they had already blocked 

the teleportation Hall of the demon suppression city. 

The reinforcements that freedom King had called for couldn’t come over at all. 

after a few rounds of fighting, the unfettered guild lost control of the godly beast king. 

Not only that, the remaining members of the getaway were still being hunted down by the players from 

the state of Zheng. 

The entire demon-suppressing city was only so big. 

With millions of players from the state of Zheng flooding in, the remaining members of the getaway 

Guild had nowhere to run. 

When Zhang Shan and the rest were facing the two little red mythical beasts and were attacking them 

continuously ... 

They suddenly saw that the demon-suppressing city’s regional channel was in a mess. 

Countless people were scolding the state of Zheng’s players on the regional channel for being too 

shameless. They had actually killed indiscriminately in demon-suppressing city. 

It was simply detestable. 

There were even people who called for Zhang Shan to come over on the world Channel to control the 

state of Zheng players in demon suppression city. 

In the beginning, Zhang Shan did not know about this. 

He just wanted to quietly do his missions and farm some red little divine beasts. 

However, when he was farming monsters, players from the state of Zheng would occasionally appear by 

his side. 

Moreover, these players from the state of Zheng were not like the other players who were just passing 

by. 

They saw Zhang Shan and the other two fighting the little red divine beast. 

He still charged over to launch a sneak attack. 

of course, the sneak attacks of the zheng players had no effect. 

Before Zhang Shan could even make a move, he was shot to the ground by the little fairy with two 

arrows. 

However, as soon as they defeated a group of players, another group of players from the state of Zheng 

rushed over. 

The more Zhang Shan thought about it, the more he felt that something was wrong. 



He didn’t provoke anyone. He was just fighting a red divine beast. Why did people always come to find 

trouble with him? 

This was very unscientific. 

zhang shan opened the regional chat channel to take a look. 

Only then did he realize that a large group of players from the state of Zheng had just arrived and were 

causing trouble in the demon-suppressing city. 

This was something that Zhang Shan could not tolerate. 

This group of players from the state of Zheng was too f * cking arrogant. They didn’t even take him, the 

city Lord, seriously. 

It was fine if they were killing indiscriminately in the city. 

They even wanted to kill Zhang Shan. 

zhang shan said to boss wu and the little fairy after he had figured out the reason. 

here comes the trouble. A large group of players from the state of Zheng is currently in the demon-

suppressing city, conducting a mass killing. 

... 

“Oh my God, no wonder there were people harassing us just now. They’re in cahoots. Brother Guan, 

why don’t we go and fight first?” 

seeing that someone was causing trouble, the little fairy couldn’t help but cry out in excitement. 

This young lady was also a battle maniac. 

However, Zhang Shan did not object. 

Towards the actions of these Zheng country players, Zhang Shan was also very disgusted. 

If you want to snatch the godly beast King, then go ahead. Why did you have to clear the entire demon-

suppressing city? 

he probably didn’t care about him, the city lord of the demon-suppressing city. 

Zhang Shan said. 

“alright, let’s go and clear the state of zheng’s trash out of the demon-suppressing city first.” 

When it came to fighting, Zhang Shan was not afraid of anyone. 

He did not care about how many players from the state of Zheng had come. 

... 

To Zhang Shan, there was not much difference in how many people came. It was just a waste of time. 

He had never been worried that he would lose. 



They were in the city, and in his own city at that. 

Zhang Shan could use teleportation within the city. 

With such a home advantage, who could beat him? 

Since the players from the state of Zheng could not recognize him, he would not be able to do so. 

zhang shan did not mind. he wanted to teach them how to behave. 

Boss Wu said. 

“If we go and fight, what about these two little red divine beasts? We’re not going to fight if we just 

leave it here?” 

it’s fine. We’ll come back and continue after we’ve killed them. 

that’s right. Old Wu, why are you so worried? anyway, these monsters don’t recover health like other 

bosses. We can just come back and continue after we’re done killing people. 

“I’m just afraid that after we leave, these two red divine beasts might be killed by others.” 

“Don’t worry, he still has more than half of his health left. Who can kill him so quickly? Besides, it won’t 

take long for us to fight.” 

“it’s good that they want to help us fight. when we come back, we’ll kill them and then snatch them 

back. hehe.” 

“let’s go and kill some people.” 

zhang shan was riding on the red hares. he had only run a few steps when he ran into a few players from 

the state of zheng. 

He didn’t hold back and directly shot. 

Just like that, Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy to wander around the demon suppressing 

city, killing any players from the state of Zheng that they saw. 

At the start, the Zheng players did not notice anything wrong. 

After all, it was normal for people to die in a battle of millions. 

it was only later that they realized that the person who had killed them was zhang shan. 

The state of Zheng’s players started to panic. 

Who would not know of Zhang Shan’s reputation? 

when they had first arrived at the demon-suppressing city, the players from the state of zheng had 

bragged a lot. 

It was as if he did not care about Zhang Shan at all. 

However, if they were to really meet Zhang Shan, their hearts would still be a little nervous. 



the guild masters of the guilds of the state of zheng had killed the members of the unfettered guild. 

At this time, he took over the divine beast King from the unfettered Guild and was having a good time 

fighting it. He dreamed of killing the divine beast King, getting a purple-gold treasure chest, opening a 

divine weapon mold, forging a divine weapon, and reaching the peak of his life. 

However, they were quickly woken up by a basin of cold water. 

They had heard reports from the others that Zhang Shan was currently in the city, killing the players 

from the state of Zheng. 

The Guild leaders were instantly dumbfounded. 

what’s going on? are you sure it’s six tube Bodhisattva? ” 

I can’t be wrong. It was six-barreled Bodhisattva who killed me. I’ve checked the battle log. It’s definitely 

correct. 

“Is it just six-barreled Bodhisattva or is the entire wind cloud Guild here?” 

“The people from the wind and cloud Guild shouldn’t have come. There’s only three of them, led by six-

barreled Bodhisattva, a Daoist priest, and an Archer.” 

f * ck, six tube Bodhisattva has two people with him and he dares to be so arrogant. 

this isn’t the first time he’s been so arrogant, but it’s not like no one can do anything to him. 

“I’m curious. Shouldn’t six-barreled Bodhisattva be fighting the mythological beast King in Fengyun city? 

Why did he come to the demon-suppressing city?” 

” who knows? maybe he heard that we were clearing the demon-suppressing city, which made him 

unhappy, so he wanted to come and meddle in our business. after all, he is the mayor of the demon-

suppressing city. ” 

Bullsh * t. He’s the city Lord and only cares about collecting fees. The Bodhisattva of six arms doesn’t 

care about the life and death of others. 

“Then tell me, why did he kill our people, and why did he keep killing them?” 

“let’s not think about the reason. the problem now is, what should we do? Should we organize a team to 

hunt down six-barreled Bodhisattva?” 

encircle and annihilate my ass! He can teleport in the demon-suppressing city, and we can only run away 

on horses. How can we kill him? ” 

“Then what should we do? Are we just going to let him kill our people?” 

“What else can we do? Tell our people to gather here and fight the godly beast King together. Don’t 

worry about anything else.” 

“That’s good too. If we all gather together, there will be over a million of us. I don’t believe that the six-

barreled Bodhisattva would dare to come and cause trouble for us.” 



“What about the teleportation Hall? do we still need to arrange for people to stand guard?” 

“We need to defend that side and increase our manpower. Otherwise, King Xiaoyao will definitely bring 

more people here, and that will be a little troublesome.” 

yes, we were the first to launch a surprise attack just now. When the unfettered Guild is ready, I’m 

afraid we won’t be able to defeat them. 

“Alright, I’ll make the arrangements.” 

after a round of discussion, the guild leaders of the country of zheng quickly gathered their members. 

They were all gathered together to prevent Zhang Shan from taking them down one by one. 

As for the matter of surrounding and annihilating Zhang Shan, no one mentioned it again. 

Let’s not talk about Zhang Shan’s past achievements. Even with close to 100000 players in the peerless 

Guild, they could not do anything to Zhang Shan. 

Furthermore, this was the demon suppression city. Zhang Shan could use teleportation, but they could 

not. 

Zhang Shan could fight and run whenever he wanted to. He would not die. 

If they were to organize manpower to encircle and suppress Zhang Shan, it would definitely be a 

thankless effort. 

As such, the Zheng players gathered all of their people and focused on killing the godly beast King. 

they were thinking that when close to a million people gathered here, would zhang shan still dare to hit 

them? 

no matter how powerful zhang shan was, he couldn’t possibly charge through their million-strong 

formation, right? 

Of course, they still had to guard the teleportation Hall. 

Otherwise, King Xiaoyao would definitely come back with his men. 

They could rely on a surprise attack to defeat the carefree Guild and snatch the divine beast King. 

However, this did not mean that the strength of these guilds was definitely stronger than that of 

unfettered Guild. 

In fact, as one of the top ten guilds, the strength of the unfettered Guild was undeniable. 

If they were to fight them head-on, they would not be able to defeat getaway Guild even if they worked 

together. 

Freedom King would definitely be unwilling to lose his godly beast King. 

As long as there was a chance, he would definitely come back. 



once freedom king was prepared and gathered more people, this godly beast king might be snatched 

back by freedom guild. 

As such, the Guild masters of the guilds in the state of Zheng arranged for another 50000 men to guard 

the entrance of the teleportation Hall in the demon-suppressing city. 

Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy. The three of them went around the demon-suppressing 

city and killed all the Zheng players they saw. 

However, after searching for a while, they did not encounter any of the scattered players from the state 

of Zheng. 

as for the zheng players who were fighting the mythological beast king, zhang shan had already seen 

them. 

It was just that there were too many Zheng players gathered together. 

Zhang Shan didn’t want to deal with them for the time being. It would be too much effort. 

With millions of players gathered together, it was not easy to deal with. 

He would first clear out the scattered state of Zheng players and see how things went. 

The little fairy said gloomily. 

this is so boring. The state of Zheng’s players are so cowardly. The battle has only just started, and 

they’re already hiding. 

that’s normal. Their goal is only to fight the godly beast King, not to fight us. 

if it’s not for fighting and killing, then why are they killing people in the demon-suppressing city? ” 

“Who knows? maybe he’s crazy.” 

” what should we do now? they have nearly a million people huddled together. it doesn’t seem like we 

can do anything. ” 

Boss Wu suggested. 

“there are still players from the state of zheng at the teleportation hall. should we go and fight them?” 

“Alright, let’s clear out the people at the teleportation Hall first.” 

If boss Wu had not mentioned it, Zhang Shan would have almost forgotten about it. 

This group of players from the state of Zheng had blocked the teleportation Hall of the demon 

suppression city, and other players could no longer teleport over. 

This was cutting off Zhang Shan’s source of income. 

Cutting off one’s path to wealth was like killing one’s parents. 

Wouldn’t it be a waste of gold if they didn’t get rid of them first? 



after zhang shan finished speaking, he brought boss wu and the little fairy and ran towards the 

teleportation hall. 

As for why he didn’t directly teleport over? 

Wasn’t he just afraid that he might accidentally teleport into the enemy’s group? 

If that was the case, it would be nonsense. 

Although, even if he teleported into the crowd of enemies, Zhang Shan would not be afraid. As long as 

he used his big move, he would definitely not die. 

However, once they teleported into the crowd, boss Wu and the little fairy would not survive. 

The demon-suppressing city wasn’t big anyway, so it would only take two or three minutes to run 

between the two sides. 

it was convenient and safe to run there directly. 

In a short while, Zhang Shan and the other two had reached the teleportation Hall of the demon 

suppressing city. 

Outside the teleportation Hall, tens of thousands of players from the state of Zheng had gathered. 

When the Zheng players saw Zhang Shan and the rest arrive, they instantly became restless. 

“six tube bodhisattva is here.” 

why should we be afraid of him? there are so many of us here. Do we need to be afraid of the three of 

them? ” 

that’s right. We have more than 50000 people here. Even if we stand still and let six-barreled 

Bodhisattva kill us, it’ll take him a long time. 

let’s all be careful. Back then, the peerless Guild had nearly 100000 members, but they were all defeated 

by six-pipe Bodhisattva. 

we’re not cowards like the peerless Guild. If six-barreled Bodhisattva dares to come at us, I’ll cut him 

down with two slashes. 

that’s right. If six-barreled Bodhisattva dares to charge, we’ll kill him. 

After seeing Zhang Shan, although the group of Zheng players were panicking in their hearts, they still 

stood there and bragged to each other. 

Zhang Shan and the other two were standing there. 

Although there were tens of thousands of players from the state of Zheng, they did not dare to move. 

Zhang Shan’s reputation was there for all to see. 

Especially after he had single-handedly destroyed the entire peerless Guild. 

Zhang Shan’s reputation had long been deeply rooted in the hearts of the people. 



If it was not necessary, no one would dare to provoke him. 

This was someone who could defeat the master of a big Guild by himself. Who would dare to provoke 

him? 

The reason why these Zheng country players dared to clear the demon suppressing city was because ... 

They were only thinking that Zhang Shan should not be in the demon suppression city. He should be in 

wind Cloud City, busy fighting the divine beast King. 

He had no time to care about the matters of the demon-suppressing city. 

However, Zhang Shan was in the demon-suppressing city. 

They could only hide. 

As for taking the initiative to rush over and find trouble with Zhang Shan, they did not dare to. 

“Brother Guan, they have a lot of people, what should we do? Do you want me to use my ultimate skill 

to wipe them out?” 

the little fairy standing beside zhang shan asked eagerly. 

“No need. There are only tens of thousands of people, why would we need to use big moves? I’ll do it, 

you guys help me look around.” 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he charged towards the tens of thousands of players from the state 

of Zheng. 

As he charged forward, he fired his gun and continuously used the pomegranate bomb skill. 

with all these zheng players gathered together, zhang shan’s shrapnel could cover the range of 

thousands of players. 

Although the damage of the shrapnel skill was a little low, only 10%, it was still not enough. 

However, with Zhang Shan’s current damage of close to 150000,10% was still very scary. 

Although it was impossible to kill them in one wave of skills. 

However, after two or three waves, the normal state of Zheng players would not be able to hold on. 

In any case, the cooldown time of the pomegranate bomb skill was very short. 

It only needed 15 seconds to cool down. 

Zhang Shan rode his horse and surrounded the Zheng players, firing his guns and continuously casting 

his skills. 

In a short while, a large number of them were knocked down. 

” f * ck, six-barreled bodhisattva’s damage is too high. we can’t just sit here and let him beat us up. let’s 

charge up and fight him in close combat. ” 

After being attacked by Zhang Shan, the Zheng players finally reacted. 



At this rate, it would not take more than a few minutes for Zhang Shan to kill them all. 

therefore, they were no longer there, and the group of people gathered together. 

Instead, they charged towards Zhang Shan together. 

However, their charge was destined to be futile. 

Not only Zhang Shan, but boss Wu and the little fairy were also there. 

With his intense firepower, the Zheng players would not have the chance to reach him. 

Besides, it didn’t matter if they got close to him. 

Zhang Shan could use teleportation to quickly change his position. 

Zhang Shan circled around the players from the state of Zheng, firing his guns as he galloped. 

At the same time, he was constantly casting skills. 

Boss Wu and little fairy also kept using their skills. 

After three to four minutes. 

Out of the tens of thousands of Zheng players that had been guarding the teleportation Hall of the 

demon-suppressing city, more than half of them had been defeated. 

The remaining Zheng players could not hold on any longer. 

They scattered and fled in all directions. 

“Run, we can’t win. Let’s meet up with the mythological beast King. There are too many people there, so 

six-barreled Bodhisattva won’t dare to come.” 

Under the assault of Zhang Shan and the other two, the tens of thousands of players from the state of 

Zheng quickly scattered. 

Zhang Shan and the rest chased for a while and then stopped. 

the players from the state of zheng who were outside the teleportation hall of the demon suppression 

city were all cleared out by zhang shan and the rest. 

Now that there was no one around, they could block the teleportation Hall and other players could 

teleport over. 

However, no one else knew about this yet, so he had to tell them. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan spoke in the world Channel. 

outside the teleportation Hall of the demon-suppressing city, the people blocking the gate have been 

cleared. Everyone is welcome to come to the demon-suppressing city to farm the divine beasts. 

even though there were people who were constantly cursing in the world channel. 



However, Zhang Shan’s words were still quickly discovered by people, and it attracted the response of 

many players. 

it was mainly those players who had been defeated by the players from the state of zheng. they had all 

stood out to support zhang shan. 

six-barreled boss, you’re so powerful! Sweep all the trash from the state of Zheng clean! 

brother, don’t just throw a stick at everyone. I’m also from the state of Zheng, but I only farm monsters 

in my own city. 

are there any players from the state of Zheng left in demon suppression city? I’m going to take revenge. 

there must be more. They sent nearly a million people over at once. It’s impossible for the six-barreled 

boss to have killed all of them. 

very good. Brothers, let’s go to the demon-suppressing city together and clean up the state of Zheng’s 

trash. 

those who want revenge, get up and watch carefully before killing. Only kill the trash from the state of 

Zheng, don’t hurt others by mistake. 

[five seconds until the getaway guild reaches the battlefield.] 

At this time, freedom King, whose divine beast King had been robbed, spoke. 

Freedom King was depressed that his godly beast King was stolen. 

He had finally managed to get a godly beast King, but it was snatched away by a group of players from 

the state of Zheng. 

If it was one of those powerful guilds, freedom King might have let it go. 

It was normal for the godly beast King to be stolen if he couldn’t defeat others. 

However, the problem was that the players from the state of Zheng’s second-rate guilds had sneaked up 

on them with their numbers. 

Freedom King was very unwilling to accept his loss. 

He had always wanted to kill the demon-suppressing city to get back at them. 

However, the teleportation Hall of the demon suppression city was blocked by the players from the 

state of Zheng. 

Freedom King organized his men and tried to rush over a few times, but to no avail. 

He had thought that he would not be able to take revenge for the time being. 

Moreover, the time was precious. If he couldn’t get back the king of mythical beasts in the demon-

suppressing city, he would go to other places to get it. 

However, when Zhang Shan spoke in the world Channel ... 



Freedom King didn’t say anything and immediately led his men to charge towards demon-suppressing 

city. 

Since the players from the state of Zheng who were guarding the entrance of the teleportation Hall had 

already been cleared out by Zhang Shan. 

Then what was there to say? why didn’t he bring people along? 

Chapter 515 the second ring 

After Zhang Shan was done with his clearing, he sent a message in the world Channel after the Zheng 

players who were blocking the entrance of the teleportation Hall. 

It attracted the support of countless players. 

There were at least 100000 players other than carefree Guild who had been farming the little divine 

beasts in demon-suppressing city. 

They had been farming well, but for some reason, they had been wiped out by the players from the 

state of Zheng. 

One could imagine how depressed he was. 

Now that there was a chance for revenge, it would be strange if these people didn’t kill their way back. 

Zhang Shan said to boss Wu and the little fairy after his speech. 

“let’s continue to fight those two little red divine beasts.” 

“Uh, brother Guan, it’s over? Not fighting anymore? The players from the state of Zheng have close to a 

million players, and they are fighting the godly beast King. Shouldn’t we go and deal with them?” 

“I’m not going. I’ll just clear out the people outside the teleportation Hall. There will be people to take 

care of the state of Zheng’s players,” 

Fighting wasn’t their goal. 

Zhang Shan had acted against the players from the state of Zheng only because they were too arrogant. 

He actually dared to clear the demon-suppressing city. 

Not only did they clear the area, but they also blocked the teleportation Hall of the demon-suppressing 

city. 

It was obvious that she didn’t put him in her eyes and wanted to destroy his source of wealth. 

That was why Zhang Shan had intervened. 

Logically speaking, Zhang Shan wanted to beat them up so badly that even their parents wouldn’t be 

able to recognize them. 

However, he still had to complete missions and farm the little red divine beast. 

There were over a million of them. 



If Zhang Shan continued to be entangled with them, it would take a long time to settle. 

It would be a waste of time and meaningless. 

Anyway, the teleportation Hall in the demon-suppressing city had been opened. 

The number of Zheng players that they had just cleared out was in the tens of thousands. 

He had finally vented his anger, so he didn’t need to waste any more effort on the state of Zheng 

players. 

Freedom King and the other players who had been killed would naturally come over to deal with the 

players from the state of Zheng. 

Zhang Shan could not be bothered to interfere. 

Since he was no longer interfering, the others could fight even more intensely. 

as for whether it would benefit zhang shan if the others fought intensely? 

the benefits were obvious. 

The more people there were, the more players would be teleported to the demon-suppressing city. 

The more players were teleported over, the more teleportation fees Zhang Shan would receive. 

If he interfered, he would be able to take care of the Zheng players in a few moves. 

Wouldn’t that mean he would lose a huge sum of gold? 

There was no need to do such a thankless thing. 

They would let the other players take revenge on their own. 

And the more intense the fight, the better. 

It would be best if he could beat a person’s brain into a dog’s brain. 

Of course, this little fairy knew the truth. 

However, she still said gloomily. 

this is boring. I thought there would be a big battle. I didn’t expect that it would be over in just a few 

minutes. 

there’s no rush. It’s easy to fight. Let me finish the mission and repair this divine artifact first. 

that’s right, there are many chances to fight. As long as you snatch someone else’s godly beast King, 

you’ll have to fight from morning to night, hehe. 

“Let’s go. Let’s kill the little red divine beast first.” 

zhang shan made up his mind. he had to complete the divinity activation mission today. 



it would be unreasonable if he didn’t make good use of such a good opportunity to do missions during 

the event. 

As for other matters, as long as it was not others, Zhang Shan did not want to bother with them. 

Completing the mission was the priority. 

One had to know that he could only find one or two red bosses on average every day when he explored 

the entire Heaven’s Gate map. 

But now, he only needed a little more than an hour to kill two red little divine beasts. 

This kind of efficiency in completing missions was something that could only be seen once in a thousand 

years. 

Regarding this, Zhang Shan was full of energy. 

He paid no attention to the outside world and only wanted to complete his mission. 

... 

At this moment, Zhang Shan had such a mentality. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that the Zheng players had gone too far, and that Zhang Shan was in the demon-

suppressing city. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t even bother with those people. 

Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy back to their original position and continued to fight the 

two red mythical beasts. 

the two little red mythical beasts were still in their original positions. they did not run far, nor did they 

recover their hp. 

No matter how much health they had just taken, they were still at the same level. 

Zhang Shan brought the little fairy and boss Wu to farm the red little divine beast. 

The demon-suppressing city broke out in a series of chaotic battles. 

The final result was that the players from the state of Zheng were attacked by the members of the 

getaway Guild and a large group of other players. 

After a few rounds of chaotic battles, they had completely withdrawn from the demon-suppressing city. 

The mythical beast King in the demon-suppressing city was taken back by the carefree Guild. 

... 

Freedom King continued to lead his men to fight against the godly beast King in the demon-suppressing 

city. 

This time, freedom King was determined. 

Not only had he gathered nearly 100000 guild members, but he had also gathered all of them. 



he had even pulled in a large group of chu players to fight the godly beast king with him. 

Hundreds of thousands of people surrounded the godly beast King and formed a huge formation. 

The main force would fight the divine beast King while the normal members would defend the 

perimeter to prevent another surprise attack. 

After the players from the state of Zheng left, demon suppression city regained its peace. 

The players from the various countries stayed in the city, quietly farming monsters. 

zhang shan and the other two had been wandering around the city, constantly fighting the little red 

divine beast. 

Fighting two by two, every one to two hours, they could take care of two red little divine beasts. 

The progress of Zhang Shan’s mission had been progressing rapidly. 

it was past seven in the evening. 

Following that, another two red little divine beasts fell to the ground. Zhang Shan looked at the mission 

panel. 

Mission progress: 81/81. 

‘F * ck.’ 

He had finally completed this f * cking mission. 

Thinking of this mission, which required him to defeat 81 red bosses, Zhang Shan was speechless. 

An Qisheng, this NPC, was really a huge pit. 

They were not as friendly to players as other NPCs. 

He always gave Zhang Shan some nonsensical missions. 

For this mission, he had fought for more than 20 days, and this was because there were two events in 

between. 

A monster attack in wind Cloud City and this New Year event. 

Otherwise, it would take at least two months to complete the quest if they only relied on fighting red 

bosses in the wild. 

No matter what, he had finally completed the mission. 

Zhang Shan said to boss Wu and the little fairy. 

“I’m going to hand in the quest first. Are you guys going to wind Cloud City or are you guys going to stay 

here to farm the event monsters?” 

The little fairy pouted. 



there are too many people in wind Cloud City. Even if we kill the divine beast King, it will be difficult for 

us to get a divine weapon mold. We won’t go. 

Boss Wu said. 

let’s stay in the demon-suppressing city and farm for now. After you hand in the quest, we’ll see what 

else we can do. If we can get the divine weapon, the three of us will fight the divine beast King. 

“Alright, then you guys wait for me here.” 

As for little fairy and boss Wu, they didn’t want to go to wind Cloud City with the big bosses of the Guild 

to become a godly beast King. 

Zhang Shan expressed his understanding. There were only two divine beast Kings, and at most, they 

would drop two divine weapon molds. 

There were so many big shots in the Guild, and there wasn’t enough to go around. 

There wasn’t much point in them going over, and the chances of getting a divine weapon mold were 

very low. 

it would be better to wait for zhang shan to finish repairing the divine weapon. then, the three of them 

would go and fight the divine beast king. that would be more reliable. 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he started to cast a teleport spell to return to the city. Boss Wu and 

the little fairy stayed in the demon suppressing city to farm the active monsters. 

He would first go to the West capital to find an Qisheng and see if he could directly repair the divine 

artifact after submitting the mission. 

If he could directly repair the divine weapon, then it would be easy. 

With the addition of a divine weapon, Zhang Shan could bring the two of them to fight the divine beast 

King. 

Although the divine beast King had high HP and was rare, they had to Rob others if they wanted to fight. 

But Zhang Shan was not worried about this at all. 

No matter how high the HP of the divine beast King was, Zhang Shan could still kill it. It would just take a 

little more time. 

As for fighting for the mythical beast King with other players? 

This was not a problem at all. 

Previously, Zhang Shan did not snatch it because he had to complete the mission first, not because he 

could not snatch it. 

as long as he wanted to rob it, it would not be a problem. 

He alone was not inferior to the other player teams, but much stronger. 

A one-man army was this confident. 



Zhang Shan went through the teleportation Hall and teleported to the West capital. 

However, just as he walked out and reached the gate of the West teleportation Hall, he realized that 

there were countless Qin players guarding the gate. 

the damage was overwhelming. 

Fuck. 

Zhang Shan did not hesitate. He used teleportation and left the teleportation Hall of the West capital. 

After he teleported away, he could not help but complain. Were the players from the state of Qin that 

crazy? 

They even dared to block the teleportation Hall of the West capital. 

This was a public city for all players. They were too crazy. 

However, for the time being, Zhang Shan did not want to care about this. 

The Qin players were guarding the teleportation Hall. They could stop others but not him. 

Due to his title, Zhang Shan could teleport to any human city. 

Even so, Zhang Shan still could not help but shake his head. 

in order to kill the divine beast king and obtain the divine weapon mold, these people had gone crazy. 

He even dared to block the teleportation Hall of the West capital. What else was there that he didn’t 

dare to do? 

Zhang Shan collected his emotions and stopped thinking about these things. Instead, he used 

teleportation again and directly teleported to an Qisheng’s alchemy laboratory. 

When he walked into the laboratory courtyard. 

An Qisheng was still sitting on the chair, quietly drinking his tea. 

I wonder how an Qisheng managed to become a divine craftsman. 

Zhang Shan had never seen him do anything. 

He stayed in the small courtyard and drank tea every day. 

i’ve never seen him start forging a new divine artifact. 

What a waste of a divine craftsman profession. 

Could it be that this guy was just waiting for death and only knew how to eat his old capital? 

Or could it be that an Qisheng had caught this fat sheep, Zhang Shan, and had already reaped enough? 

That’s why he could live so freely? 

Of course, even though Zhang Shan was complaining in his heart, he still had a smile on his face. 



He had no choice. He had to lower his head. 

He still needed an Qisheng to help him repair the divine artifact. 

if he had a long face, it would be a wonder if an qisheng could help him repair the divine artifact. 

The NPCs in the game were not mechanical. 

If they offended an NPC, then they could forget about getting any benefits from this NPC. 

For example, the village chief of the novice village. 

when each player entered the game, they could receive a demon-killing mission from the village chief. 

There were no prerequisites for this quest. One only needed to talk to the village chief to receive the 

quest. 

Even so, not every player received a demon-killing mission. 

some of the idiotic players had been arrogant in front of the village chief when they had just entered the 

game. 

Then, they realized that no matter how much they tried to talk to the village chief, they would not get a 

reply. 

Naturally, he wouldn’t be able to receive any demon-killing missions. 

Hence, even though an Qisheng had always caused Zhang Shan to suffer, Zhang Shan was always 

smiling. 

He had no choice. In order to repair the divine artifact, he would not lose anything by smiling. 

zhang shan looked at an qisheng and sipped on his tea. he smiled and said. 

“hello, grandmaster. according to your request, i’ve already killed 81 powerful demons. Help me take a 

look, this heavenly Eagle king ring’s divinity, is it already activated?” 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he passed the broken ring to an Qisheng. 

An Qisheng said after taking the ring and looking at it carefully. 

“that’s right, this ring of the heavenly eagle king has already recovered its divinity and can be repaired.” 

After hearing an Qisheng’s words, Zhang Shan finally relaxed. 

From an Qisheng’s words, he probably didn’t need to do any more missions. He was just waiting for an 

Qisheng to help him repair the divine artifact. 

However, he waited and waited, but an Qisheng did not make his next move. 

An Qisheng held the broken ring in one hand and a teacup in the other. It didn’t look like he was going 

to help him repair the divine artifact. 

Zhang Shan’s mind was filled with countless question marks. 



What was going on? 

Didn’t they say that it could be repaired? 

Why hadn’t an Qisheng started to help him repair the divine artifact? instead, he was holding his teacup 

and drinking tea calmly. 

Don’t tell me there are other traps. 

zhang shan continued to ask an qisheng. 

“Master, I wonder what I need to do in order to help me repair the divine weapon.” 

“The ring’s divinity has been activated, so it’s not difficult to repair it, but it depends on how far you 

want to repair it. If I want to restore it to its complete state, it will take a lot of effort.” 

it doesn’t matter if you spend a lot of effort. You can just fix it. he was about to continue asking. 

however, after a pause, an qisheng calmly said three words. 

“You’ll have to pay more.” 

F * ck. 

hearing an qisheng’s words, zhang shan was shocked. 

Was the big boss so direct? 

However, it was easy to pay more. 

It was much easier to spend money than to complete missions. 

He was afraid that an Qisheng would issue some ridiculous mission again. 

That would be too torturous. 

Money was easy to negotiate. 

Didn’t he just want money? 

He did not lack money. 

Zhang Shan said generously. 

“How many gold coins do you want? please tell me.” 

any problem that could be solved with money was not a problem. 

Right now, Zhang Shan still had 700 million gold on him. 

Repairing a divine artifact would at most cost twenty to thirty million gold coins. 

To Zhang Shan, this was only a small amount of money. 

It was not a problem at all. 



However, an Qisheng said quietly. 

“200 million gold.” 

200 million? 

Hearing this number, Zhang Shan was completely speechless. 

This an Qisheng was really too evil. 

Does repairing a divine artifact require such a high processing fee? 

This was too ruthless. 

Perhaps it was because this was Zhang Shan’s last piece of legendary equipment, so an Qisheng wanted 

to rip him off. 

Otherwise, there was no reason for such a high processing fee to repair a divine artifact. 

This was not like asking Zhang Shan to buy materials with gold coins. 

Besides, even if he wanted to buy materials, he didn’t need that much money. 

The other members of the Guild had never spent more than a hundred million gold coins on repairing 

divine artifacts. 

The most he had used was only 30 to 50 million gold coins. 

Now, an Qisheng had asked for 200 million gold. 

Was this the price an Qisheng was talking about? 

this price was indeed big enough. 

however, it was not an qisheng’s effort, but zhang shan’s gold coins. 

However, Zhang Shan had no other choice. 

200 million gold coins it is. 

In order to repair the divine artifact, he had to pay for it. 

It was a good thing he had money now. 

Otherwise, such a large sum of gold coins was really not something that ordinary people could afford. 

He hoped that an Qisheng would quickly help him repair the divine artifact. He no longer wanted to deal 

with this Big Shot. 

he was really too evil. 

Zhang Shan replied. 

“200 million gold coins is no problem. I hope that master can help me repair the divine artifact as soon 

as possible.” 



After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he passed 200 million gold to an Qisheng. 

In an instant, the gold coins in his account had shrunk by a large amount. 

An Qisheng said with a smile after taking the gold coins. 

“Young man, don’t be unwilling. You’ll soon find that your gold coins are worth it. Once the ring is 

repaired, I will link the divinity of the three Sky Eagle King Accessories together, and it will have a 

magical effect.” 

Hearing this, Zhang Shan was a little moved. 

Would the three divine artifacts have a magical effect when they were connected? 

Could it be a set attribute? 

It would be perfect if he could activate the set attributes. 

His 200 million gold coins should not be considered a loss. 

he just didn’t know what the set attributes were like. 

However, this wasn’t urgent. After an Qisheng helped him settle it, he would know. 

after an qisheng finished speaking, he took the broken ring and walked to the alchemy operating table. 

Zhang Shan also quickly followed. 

He wanted to see what an Qisheng meant by spending a lot of effort. 

what kind of powerful qi technique was that? 

However, when Zhang Shan caught up. 

An Qisheng placed the broken ring on the operating table and continued to operate it. 

From time to time, he would also throw in some unknown materials. 

just like that, in less than half a minute. 

An Qisheng stopped. 

A purple mist rose from the operating table, and a ring with flowing light appeared quietly. 

F * ck, it’s over. 

You call this spending a lot of effort? 

In less than half a minute, it cost him 200 million gold coins. 

Even the richest man on the Blue Planet couldn’t make money as efficiently as an Qisheng. 

It was way too easy for a divine craftsman to earn money. 

this was simply daylight robbery. 



No. 

even robbing people wouldn’t be so fast. 

Zhang Shan silently cursed in his heart. 

An Qisheng, this NPC, was really f * cking evil. 

Zhang Shan asked when he saw an Qisheng stop. 

“Master, it’s been repaired.” 

yes, there’s still one last step to go. I’ll link the divinity of the three ornaments together before I’m 

officially done. give me the other two accessories.” 

Hearing an Qisheng’s words, Zhang Shan quickly took off the necklace and ring from his body and 

handed them over. 

An Qisheng placed the other two accessories on the console as well. Then, his hands started to fiddle 

with them again. 

As an Qisheng’s hands continued to move, the three divine artifacts and accessories rose on the console 

with purple clouds, reflecting each other. 

as time passed, an qisheng’s movements became faster and faster. 

Beads of sweat began to form on his forehead. 

Zhang Shan stood at the side and felt a strange aura spreading around an Qisheng. 

It seemed like this was the place an Qisheng said he would have to spend a lot of effort on. 

It really did look like it. 

She didn’t know if an Qisheng was pretending. 

However, following an Qisheng, his hands moved faster and faster. 

The purple Qi that rose from the three divine weapons on the control panel also became stronger. 

The purple Qi on the control panel spread to the surroundings. 

Slowly, the entire courtyard of the alchemy laboratory was shrouded in purple mist. 

This scene looked like a fantasy. 

After about ten minutes. 

An Qisheng stopped what he was doing and said while panting. 

alright, it’s been a long time. I almost died from all the work. 

An Qisheng’s expression was a little exaggerated. 

He felt as if his body had been hollowed out. 



However, Zhang Shan did not care. Was he really acting or not? 

He had already paid the gold coins anyway. 

zhang shan was only concerned about whether the divine artifact ring had been repaired after an 

qisheng’s series of actions. 

also, did any changes happen to the three sky eagle king accessories? 

Did you activate the set attribute? 

he asked carefully. 

“Master, is that enough? Can you remove the divine weapon and let me see it?” 

An Qisheng said as he took the three Sky Eagle King Accessories from the console and handed them to 

Zhang Shan. 

“Take it,” 

Zhang Shan received the three accessories and quickly checked their attributes. 

he first looked at the newly repaired ring. 

he wanted to see if there were any differences in the attributes of this new ring and the previous one. 

[ heavenly Eagle king’s ring (celestial): physical attack 4000-4000, agility 800 ] 

Equipment level (sealed): currently level 50. The artifact will be unsealed as the player’s level increases. 

It will be unsealed once every ten levels. 

durability will never wear out. bound to player six-barreled bodhisattva, can not be dropped. 

[ special effect 1: power attack. Basic physical attack power increased by 10%. ] 

[ special effect 2: shatter-increases damage by 10%. ] 

[ special effect 3: Holy Strike. When attacking, there is a chance to trigger the Holy Strike effect. It 

ignores the target’s defense and deals 10x the damage. The chance of triggering it is 1%. ] 

[ special effect 4: life conversion. When attacking, damage is converted into your own health points. The 

conversion rate is 10%. ] 

Chapter 516 Set attribute, power of the sky Eagle King 

After looking at the attributes of the ring, Zhang Shan felt very strange. 

The name, attributes, and special effects of this newly repaired ring were exactly the same as the 

previous one. 

The attributes could be understood as well. 

They were both godly item rings that had been unsealed to level 50, and their attributes were about the 

same. 



But why did the two rings have the same name? 

The ring of the sky Eagle King was not a mass produced equipment, but a God equipment accessory that 

the sky Eagle King had specially made for himself. 

Logically speaking, the two rings should have different names. 

Alright, it’s fine if the names are the same. 

Perhaps the sky Eagle King was someone who didn’t really know how to name equipment. 

It was normal for him to name the divine weapons he created after himself. 

But why were the special effects of the two rings the same? 

This should not be the case. 

Even though there were only a few special effects of a divine weapon, there were still a few of them. 

However, there should still be some differences in the names of special effects. 

Most importantly, why did this newly-repaired ring have a crushing effect? 

One had to know that the ring from before had a shattering effect because an Qisheng had given Zhang 

Shan a mission to shatter his heart. 

He was told to go to the second floor of the dungeon and fight the final BOSS, which would drop an item 

called the heart of destruction. 

Previously, Zhang Shan had always felt that it was because of the heart of shattering that the ring from 

before had such a shattering effect. 

Now, it seemed that this was not the case at all. 

This time, he did not complete the heart of destruction mission. The ring that he had repaired also had a 

crushing effect. 

This special effect seemed to have nothing to do with the shattered heart. It was a special effect that the 

ring already had. 

Of course, even if an Qisheng gave him such a mission again, he wouldn’t be able to do it. 

The shattered heart was a quest item that had dropped after killing the BOSS on the second floor of the 

demon-suppressing dais. 

Now that he was level 58, he could no longer enter the second floor. 

In other words, he would no longer be able to obtain a quest item like the heart of destruction. 

As for why, he did not do the heart of destruction mission this time. The divine artifact ring also had a 

crushing effect. 

Zhang Shan secretly guessed. 



Maybe he didn’t finish the last one? or rather, it was the heart of destruction quest that he had 

completed last time. 

Was it purely an Qisheng looking for trouble with him and not a necessity to repair the divine artifact? 

However, none of this was important. 

As long as there were special effects, it was fine. 

The crushing effect was quite good. This effect increased the damage by 10%. The damage efficiency on 

Zhang Shan had increased greatly. 

it was a very practical special effect. 

As for how it came about, that wasn’t what he was concerned about. 

Zhang Shan looked at the newly repaired ring and felt very happy. 

Very good. Now, all of his attack-type equipment had been upgraded to the level of divine artifacts. 

In terms of equipment, he had already settled it. It was almost half a set of divine artifacts. 

He still needed five more defensive divine artifacts, and he would have a full set of divine artifacts. 

as for the defensive equipment, he could slowly get them. 

In comparison, defensive divine weapons were much easier to obtain. 

As long as a real-name BOSS was killed, it was almost certain that a divine weapon mold would drop. 

Moreover, there were only three sets of defensive divine artifacts, according to the classes. 

They were strength-type, agility-type, and intelligence-type. 

As long as a divine weapon mold dropped, there was a one-third chance that he would be able to use it. 

It was unlike the God equipment mission items, which often dropped items that Zhang Shan could not 

use and could only be sold to others. 

Moreover, through the divine weapon mold, the divine weapons that were dropped didn’t have to do 

difficult quests. 

it was nothing more than collecting mission materials. for zhang shan, this was not too difficult. 

Although other people would have to spend half a month or even more than a month to gather all the 

materials. 

However, Zhang Shan believed that if he were to farm them, he would not need such a long time. 

his farming speed was several times faster than the others. 

as long as he could get his hands on a divine weapon mold, he might be able to gather all the materials 

in a few days. 

When Zhang Shan looked at the divine weapon ring, he suddenly thought of something. 



... 

Something was wrong. 

What happened to the set effect? 

Why didn’t I see it? 

Just now, an Qisheng fiddled with it for a long time and looked like it was very strenuous. 

But Zhang Shan did not see any special effects on the ring. 

What was going on? 

zhang shan checked again. there were two other god-tier accessories. 

He realized that after an Qisheng’s tussle, he had become much stronger. 

These two divine artifacts and accessories did not change at all, they were still the same as before. 

F ** k, could an Qisheng be trying to scam him of his gold coins? 

That was two hundred million gold coins. 

... 

There was no change at all. 

An Qisheng, this guy, was too evil. 

This great hoodwinker. 

If he wanted to steal his gold, he could have just said so. 

why did he have to raise his expectations first? what kind of magical effect would there be when the 

three divine artifacts and accessories were connected to each other? 

Magical effect my ass. 

Zhang Shan did not see anything. 

Was an Qisheng really lying to him? 

zhang shan held the three god-tier accessories and looked at them carefully. 

however, he still didn’t see anything. 

Forget it, I’ll put on my equipment first, go back to boss Wu and little fairy, and then fight the divine 

beast King. 

just as zhang shan was gloomily equipping all three of the god-tier accessories. 

Suddenly, he saw a flash of light on his equipment panel. 

The three divine artifacts and accessories complemented each other. 



&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to player six-barreled Bodhisattva for successfully 

activating the set attribute, power of the heavenly Eagle King. &Gt; 

As the first player in the New World to activate the set attributes, he was rewarded with +100 to all 

attributes. 

Holy sh * t, it turned out that the set attributes would only be activated after the equipment was put on. 

Damn, I almost wronged an Qisheng just now. 

however, zhang shan could not care about this for the time being. 

He would put aside the 100 attributes that the system had rewarded him. 

100 points for all attributes, to Zhang Shan, could only be considered a small help. The effect was not 

very big. 

Let’s take a look at the set’s attributes and see what its effect is. 

Zhang Shan opened the equipment panel. It was in the middle of the three divine accessories. 

A set effect appeared. 

[ power of the sky Eagle King ] (set equipment attribute): Increases attack power by 10%, damage by 

10%, critical hit by 5%, agility by 1000. 

&Nbsp; hahaha. 

This was awesome. 

The attributes of this set were really amazing. 

It had attack power, damage, and a critical hit. It also added 1000 points of agility. 

It was almost equivalent to all the special effects of a divine artifact. 

Not counting the critical hit and agility stats, just the increase in attack power and damage was 

equivalent to giving him a 20% increase in damage. 

one must know that zhang shan’s damage was already very high. 

This was an additional 20% damage, which was really powerful. 

One had to know that apart from the set attributes, he had also just added a new divine accessory. 

The new ring of the sky Falcon King also had a special effect that increased attack power and damage. 

It added up to 20%. 

The attributes of the equipment were not counted. 

With the addition of a new piece of equipment and the activation of special effects, his additional 

damage was 40% higher than before. 

if one were to include the ring’s original attributes. 



his damage would probably be more than 50% higher than before. 

This was great. 

He was really more powerful than a real-name boss. 

At the very least, no real-name boss of the same level could deal as much damage as him. 

Zhang Shan quickly looked at his character’s attributes to see how high his attack power had reached. 

He checked his attributes. 

[ character: Bodhisattva of six tubes ] 

[ occupation: Hunter ] 

[ title: human hero (equipped), nemesis of demons ] 

[ merit points: 252361 (guerrilla general) ] 

[ level: 58 ] 

[ HP: 813530 ] 

[ MP: 24600 ] 

[ physical attack: 59168-61366 ] 

[ strength: 2396 ] 

[ agility: 8012 ] 

[ intelligence: 2396 ] 

[ defense: 5160 ] 

Luck: 9 

[ Endowment: King of passive (every time you kill a monster, there is a chance to randomly obtain a 

passive skill from the monster. The trigger rate is one in a million.) ] 

Skill 

Looking at his character’s attributes, Zhang Shan felt great. 

Other things aside, his current attack power had officially broken through the 60000 mark. 

If the killer book’s double effect was added, it would be more than 120000 attack power on the 

interface. 

With the addition of the title effect, Zhang Shan originally had four special effects that increased 

damage by 10%. 

this time, there were two more special effects, which meant that there were six special effects that 

increased damage by 10%. 



Even without boss Wu’s attack blessing, Zhang Shan’s own theoretical damage could reach 200000. 

If he were to add the attack blessing status, his theoretical damage would probably exceed 240000. 

such a powerful damage had completely exceeded that of a real-name BOSS of the same level. 

one must know that zhang shan was only level 58. 

when he reached level 60, his damage would increase even more. 

a level 50 real-name BOSS would definitely not have as much damage as him. 

He looked at his Character panel and saw such powerful attributes. 

zhang shan was a little intoxicated with himself. 

He really wanted to find a BOSS to test his firepower on. 

i’ll go find the divine beast king later. 

Now that he had taken such a huge amount of damage, it would be much faster if he went to fight the 

godly beast King. 

If he did it right and no one disturbed him, he could probably kill a divine beast King in five to six hours. 

It must be known that from the start of the event at midnight until now, some of the first batch of godly 

beast Kings had not been defeated yet. 

Even those who fought the fastest had spent close to ten hours. 

Moreover, the other party was a large group of people, with thousands of people at every turn, 

participating in the attack together. 

However, with so many people working together, their efficiency in fighting the divine beast King would 

probably not be as high as Zhang Shan’s. 

Zhang Shan alone would be faster than a large group of people. 

Even though it was impossible for others to focus on attacking the divine beast King, it was impossible 

for them to do so. 

They also had to face the harassment of various players from time to time. 

However, even if he was not harassed, the speed at which the rest of the team fought the divine beast 

King together would not be as fast as him alone. 

Zhang Shan alone could completely match up to a large team. 

Of course, the reason why Zhang Shan was so fierce was because his attack power was ridiculously high. 

Most importantly, he still had the catapulting passive skill. 

As long as he pulled another small divine beast to act as a bridge for the launch. 

That way, by relying on the ejection passive, his damage efficiency would increase by almost six times. 



...... 

When Zhang Shan activated the set attributes, the system announcement came out and quickly 

attracted the attention of other players. 

In fact, everyone couldn’t help but notice. 

This was because it was the event time, and there would be no system announcement if they killed all 

kinds of small divine beasts. 

During the event, no one would fight other bosses. 

Everyone was making the best use of their time to farm all kinds of little divine beasts. 

Thus, when the system announcement of Zhang Shan activating the set attributes came out, it was so 

eye-catching. 

As long as the players were online, they would see the system announcement. 

When everyone saw the system announcement, they could not help but be a little dumbfounded. 

the world channel: 

“F * ck, six-barreled boss has created another big piece of news. Speaking of which, what the hell is a set 

attribute? Why haven’t I heard of it before?” 

it’s only normal that we’ve never heard of it. If we all knew about it, would we still be able to make the 

system announcement? ” 

that’s right. Other than the first clear of orange-colored bosses and above, there will only be a system 

announcement when new things are discovered. 

f * ck, six-barreled boss got another 100 points for all attributes. I’m so envious. 

envy my ass. 100 points for all attributes is pretty good for us, but it’s just a drop in the bucket for the 

six-barreled boss. 

that’s right. I don’t think even the six-barreled boss would be interested in this. The key is the attributes 

of this set and the specific effects. That’s the main point, okay? ” 

“I just want to know, how do the set attributes come about?” 

who knows? we’ll have to ask six-barreled Bodhisattva. He’s the only one who activated the set’s 

attributes. 

it should be that only divine weapons can activate the set attributes. 

“I guess so. Aren’t all the divine artifacts forged from the divine artifact mold the zwei set? maybe if we 

can get a full set of zwei equipment, we’ll be able to activate the set attributes.” 

but the problem is, the set activated by six tube Bodhisattva is not the Zi Wei set. What the hell is the 

power of the sky Eagle King? ” 



“You guys are so stupid, look at the equipment ranking. There are three god tier accessories on the 

equipment ranking, and they’re all from the sky Eagle King series. I guess these three accessories are 

probably a set.” 

“it should be like this.” 

in other words, after a set of divine weapons with the same name is completed, the set attributes will 

appear. 

“I wonder what the set effect is like?” 

“I don’t know, but I’m sure it’s very awesome.” 

“I don’t want to talk, all that’s left is envy and jealousy.” 

“Brother, don’t be like this. Jealousy will make you unrecognizable.” 

“looks like i’ll have to work hard. i don’t know how i can get the other sets. However, the zwei set is 

obvious. As long as I can get a complete set of zwei set, I can activate the set’s attributes.” 

brother, wake up. The Ziwei set requires a total of five divine artifacts. Is that something that can be 

done by hard work? ” 

I’m afraid this guy is dreaming. He’s still thinking about the set. He should be thanking the heavens if he 

can get a divine weapon. 

“you guys are thinking too much. you actually want to get a divine artifact? I’ll be satisfied as long as I 

can get all of them, a set of red equipment.” 

that’s right. Divine artifacts are such high-end things. They have nothing to do with us. 

“That’s right. If I had a divine weapon mold, I would sell it immediately. How could I forge a divine 

weapon myself? I don’t deserve to have a divine artifact. I can just sell it for money and get instant 

wealth and freedom. Isn’t it good?” 

so many people are dreaming. Go farm your gold coin beast. 

“That’s right, farm more gold coins and chat less.” 

you guys are so rich. You’re actually chatting in the world Channel. Did you use all the gold coins you 

earned today to speak in the world Channel? ” 

“haha, i’m leaving with one gold coin. i’m going to go and farm gold coin beasts to get it back. bye.” 

let’s not talk about this anymore. Let’s go and farm the little orange-colored divine beast. I’ll get a set of 

orange-colored equipment first. 

“set your target further away, i’m going to farm the little red divine beast.” 

“Isn’t the divine beast King good?” 

“Fragrant my ass, that thing has nothing to do with me.” 

“I won’t say anymore, let’s go and farm monsters.” 



...... 

After the divine artifact ring was repaired, the set attributes were activated. 

Zhang Shan bid farewell to an Qisheng and returned to the demon-suppressing city. 

It was time to think about where to fight the godly beast King. 

The first wave of the godly beast Kings had been killed by the players, except for a few. 

However, in this event, the refresh mechanism of the various small divine beasts was that if a player 

killed one, a new one would be spawned. 

They would never finish. 

Even the divine beast King was the same. 

However, the new little divine beast did not appear in its original position. 

Instead, it would randomly spawn in other locations within the city. 

When the godly beast King of a city was destroyed by the players, the players would be killed. 

everyone quickly searched the entire city for the newly spawned divine beast king. 

Then, there was a new wave of competition. 

Now, Zhang Shan’s divine weapon had been completely repaired. 

He didn’t have a divine weapon mold on hand, so he didn’t have any new divine weapon missions to do. 

there were still two days left before the event, so he decided to take advantage of this time to kill a 

wave of divine beast kings. 

He wanted to see if he could get one or two divine weapon molds. 

He was going to start working on defensive artifacts. 

However, he would have to think about where to farm the divine beast King. 

He didn’t need to go to wind Cloud City. 

Feng Yun realm and his men had already booked the entire place. 

They had already defeated the newly spawned godly beast King once, and now the second godly beast 

King was about to be killed. 

Zhang Shan didn’t want to go to wind Cloud City and hang around with those big guilds. 

even if he went over, he wouldn’t be able to get anything. 

There were only a few god weapon molds, and there were so many big shots in the Guild, so there 

wasn’t enough to split. 

if he wanted to kill a divine beast king and get a divine weapon mold, he had to get it himself. 



Anyway, the current Zhang Shan had the ability. 

There was no pressure at all. 

zhang shan used the positioning pearl and directly teleported to the demon suppressing city. 

After he found boss Wu and the little fairy in the demon-suppressing city ... 

The little fairy asked. 

brother Guan, have you repaired your divine weapon? ” 

Before Zhang Shan could say anything, boss Wu interrupted. 

it’s definitely fixed. The set attributes have been activated and the system announcement has come out. 

The little fairy said excitedly. 

“You’re right. If there’s nothing else, are we going to fight the godly beast King now?” 

yes, let’s go and fight the godly beast King now. There are only two days left until the Spring Festival. 

Let’s see if we can get a few more divine weapon molds. but where should he go to fight? Do you have 

any suggestions?” 

“I don’t know either. We’ll just go wherever you say.” 

that’s right. We’re going to snatch it anyway. It doesn’t matter where we go. 

The little fairy and boss Wu’s reply made Zhang Shan feel a little helpless. 

It’s good to give an opinion. 

In fact, on the way back, Zhang Shan had thought about it for a while. 

however, he had not thought of a suitable place to fight the godly beast king. 

he didn’t want to go to wind cloud city. 

It would not be good to fight for the king of the divine beasts in the demon-suppressing city. 

The first mythical beast King that appeared in demon-suppressing city had been killed by carefree Guild. 

After the second one spawned, it was snatched by the carefree Guild again. 

They were all players from the same camp. Zhang Shan did not really want to compete with the 

unfettered Guild. 

only a good-for-nothing person would do such a thing. 

zhang shan would not do such a thing. 

There was no need to go to Dangyang city. Even if he went to the divine beast King in his own country’s 

city, he would not be able to snatch it. 

There were not many choices left. 



It was nothing more than going to the East and West capital or snatching the godly beast Kings of other 

countries across countries. 

However, neither of these two choices were easy to make. 

Not to mention cross-country, it was definitely not easy to handle. 

If they went to another country to snatch the godly beast King, let’s not talk about whether they could 

get any benefits. 

Even if they managed to get it, they would be harassed endlessly. 

Unless it was a super large team that could crush them. 

Otherwise, there was no need to consider this option. 

he might be able to try it if he went to the cities of other countries and harassed them for a short period 

of time. 

It was extremely difficult to stay in someone else’s city and fight a divine beast King for a long time. 

Even if Zhang Shan’s current strength was very strong, he did not have the confidence to stay in another 

country’s city until he destroyed the godly beast King. 

There was only one option left. 

That was to go to the East and West. 

Zhang Shan said to boss Wu and the little fairy after some careful consideration. 

“Let’s go to the West capital.” 

Originally, there was no difference between going to the East Capital or the West capital. 

Anyway, Zhang Shan did not have a clear goal. He did not know whose godly beast King he was going to 

steal. 

Everything was up to fate. If they encountered someone fighting, they would snatch it. If they didn’t like 

the look of someone, they would snatch it. 

it would be best to snatch a godly beast king with low hp to save some time. 

However, Zhang Shan suddenly recalled that when he was heading to the West capital to repair the God 

equipment. 

He had been stopped by the Qin players at the teleportation Hall. 

Now, his divine artifact ring had been completely repaired, and the set attributes had been activated. 

Zhang Shan had plenty of time now. It was a good time to look for the players from the Qin country and 

have a good time. 

At the same time, he wanted to see if the people from the domineering aura Guild were fighting the 

mythical beast King in the West capital. 



If that was the case, he would have to play with the domineering aura. 

“sure.” 

“Alright, let’s go then.” 

boss wu and little fairy didn’t have any opinions on where they should go to steal the godly beast king. 

The two of them were just following Zhang Shan for a while. 

wherever zhang shan said they would go, they would go. 

As for whether they would lose to the others and not be able to snatch the godly beast King, they were 

not worried at all. 

It was just a joke. 

With Zhang Shan’s current strength, after activating his ultimate move, he was completely invincible. 

It was the same no matter who he fought. There was no situation where he couldn’t win. 

The current Zhang Shan was even more powerful than a real name BOSS. Who could kill him? 

It was just that the other side had more people, so the fight might take longer. 

After confirming their target, the three of them returned to Dangyang city. 

after returning to dangyang city, the three of them teleported to the teleportation hall of dangyang city. 

Zhang Shan said. 

“You guys wait for a while. Come over when I tell you to. The teleportation Hall of the West capital is 

currently being blocked by players from the state of Qin. After I clear them out, you guys can come 

over.” 

“It can’t be, are the players from the state of Qin so arrogant? They dare to block the teleportation Hall 

of the capital city.” 

“What’s so strange about that? those players from the state of Qin are the same as those from the 

domineering aura Guild. they all think that the heavens are the boss, the earth is the second, and he is 

the third, a bunch of arrogant guys who don’t know their place.” 

indeed, the players of Qin have always been very arrogant. This is only because they have been attacked 

by our Guild a few times. Otherwise, I’m afraid they would have jumped to the sky. 

let them be. I’ll take care of them this time. 

The little fairy said in an excited voice. 

yes, we have to teach them a lesson. When I was playing alone in the past, I was harassed by the Qin 

players a few times. 

“It’s fine. I’ll get my revenge this time.” 

to zhang shan, the arrogant behavior of the qin players would not affect him. 



Although he had also been blocked by a wave of people when he had been teleporting over just now, he 

had not been able to escape. 

But he didn’t lose anything. 

As for why Zhang Shan still wanted to go and find trouble with the Qin players, it was purely because he 

did not have a clear goal now. 

He didn’t know where he should go to snatch the godly beast King. 

Then, he could only target the players from the state of Qin. 

They were unlucky. 

In any case, under the leadership of the domineering aura Guild, all the players in the state of Qin were 

basically their old enemies. 

When he had nothing to do, he should go and cause a wave to suppress the growth of the players from 

the state of Qin. 

Chapter 517 Killing their way into the West capital 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he teleported to the West capital. 

When he walked out of the teleportation Hall of the West capital, the Qin players who were blocking the 

gate were still there. 

All kinds of damage came at him. 

Zhang Shan did not choose to be more aggressive, but instead used teleportation to leave. 

however, this time, zhang shan did not. he teleported too far away. 

He only teleported away from the entrance of the teleportation Hall. 

however, with his current hp, he could withstand the attacks of a group of qin players. 

As long as he didn’t let anyone get close and stun him, no one would be able to kill him. 

however, there was no need to do this. 

Zhang Shan chose to circle behind the Qin players and was prepared to slowly clear out the Qin players 

blocking the gate. 

In any case, he could keep teleporting in the West capital. 

It would be a waste if he didn’t use his power. 

after zhang shan teleported away, he quickly rushed towards the group of qin players from the back. 

Before they could even react, Zhang Shan had already used the sniper’s scattered bullet skill. 

A large number of damage points appeared among the Qin players. 

After releasing his skill, Zhang Shan did not stop. 



He held his hand cannon and fired non-stop at the Qin players. 

faced with zhang shan’s attack, this group of qin players were all stunned. 

They had been stuck outside the West capital’s teleportation Hall for quite some time under the 

arrangement of Subjugator King. 

During this period, it wasn’t as if no one had come to attack. 

in fact, ever since they were stuck here, every once in a while, there would be other teams coming over 

to attack their line of defense. 

After all, this was the West capital, and there were twelve godly beast Kings in the city. 

No one would be willing to let the Qin players take all the godly beast Kings. 

The competition for the godly beast Kings in the East and West had always been fierce. 

the qin players were stuck in the teleportation hall of the west capital, so the others were naturally 

unhappy. 

There had always been people organizing the assault. 

Sometimes, those strong teams could successfully break through the Qin players ‘defense and kill their 

way into the West capital. 

however, most of the time, the teleportation hall of the west capital was under the control of the qin 

players. 

As for the West capital, the Qin players couldn’t control it completely. 

There were a total of twelve godly beast Kings, but the domineering King and his men only managed to 

control five. 

although the domineering king was arrogant, he wasn’t that confident. he didn’t think that he could take 

on all twelve godly beast kings in the west capital. 

The remaining godly beast Kings were all snatched by the other player forces. 

However, the other player factions had at least tens of thousands of people when they charged into the 

West capital. 

For example, Zhang Shan had charged at the Qin players ‘defense line alone. 

It was the first one. 

This made the Qin players very surprised. 

However, when they realized that the person who was rushing over was Zhang Shan, they could not 

help but be shocked. 

“Holy shit, it’s the six-barreled Bodhisattva.” 



“what the f * ck, why would six-pipe bodhisattva come to the west capital? didn’t the wind cloud guild 

monopolize the two divine beast kings in wind cloud city? Could it be that the godly beast King of wind 

and cloud was not enough for them to fight? They still want to come to the West capital to steal the 

godly beast King?” 

quick, call the boss. The people from the wind and cloud Guild are attacking the West capital. 

don’t panic. It seems like there’s only six-barreled Bodhisattva here. I haven’t seen anyone else from the 

wind cloud Guild yet. 

that might not be the case. Maybe six-pipe Bodhisattva is just here to Scout the way. The people from 

wind and cloud Guild are right behind us and will be here soon. 

yes, we should still be careful. Call the boss to send people over for support. 

“What are you guys afraid of? there’s only six-barreled Bodhisattva here. Even if the wind cloud Guild 

came, what could they do? There are so many of us guarding the teleportation Hall. Can the people 

from wind and cloud Guild make it?” 

that’s right. Don’t tell me you’re scared of six-barreled Bodhisattva. If the people from wind and cloud 

Guild really come, we’ll annihilate them. 

“who’s afraid? Let’s go together and kill six-barreled Bodhisattva first.” 

a group of qin players faced zhang shan’s attack and charged forward. 

From their point of view, Zhang Shan was only one person. 

Furthermore, there were more than a hundred thousand of them here. There was no reason for a 

hundred thousand to be afraid of Zhang Shan alone. 

Hence, after Zhang Shan appeared. 

This group of Qin players also quickly charged towards Zhang Shan. 

Facing the assault of the Qin players, Zhang Shan did not show any mercy. Bullets continuously shot out 

from the hand cannon. 

... 

At the same time, he would release a wave of shrapnel every 15 seconds. 

Even though the shrapnel skill only dealt 10% of the damage, it was still too weak. 

however, with zhang shan’s current attack power, every time he used the pomegranate bomb skill, he 

could cause more than 20000 damage. 

Furthermore, the pomegranate shell skill had a massive area of effect that covered a 50-yard radius. 

With two or three waves of Zhang Shan’s skills, he could take down thousands of people. 

there were only 100000 qin players defending the teleportation hall. 

it was impossible for all of them to rush up and fight with zhang shan. 



These Qin players still wanted to block the teleportation Hall. 

They split out 60 to 70 thousand people to attack Zhang Shan, while the rest continued to block the 

teleportation Hall. 

However, under Zhang Shan’s intense firepower, large groups of Qin players fell. 

They tried to rely on their numbers and rush to Zhang Shan’s side without caring for their lives. 

... 

With everyone’s experience, to deal with someone like Zhang Shan ... 

They had to think of a way to get close and use the stun skill to control Zhang Shan. 

After that, he chopped Zhang Shan to death with his kitchen knife. 

They could even kill the BOSS, so why would they be afraid of not killing Zhang Shan? 

In fact, they could indeed rush up. 

After all, Zhang Shan was only one person. He could not possibly withstand the assault of so many 

people. 

Unless he activated his ultimate skill. 

Otherwise, he really wouldn’t have been able to stop them. 

But the problem was that they were fighting in the city. 

zhang shan did not need to keep the qin players at a distance. 

When the Qin players, after spending a long time and effort, broke through Zhang Shan’s firepower 

blockade and rushed in front of Zhang Shan. 

Zhang Shan immediately used teleportation and teleported back a distance. 

He had always maintained a safe distance of 20 to 30 yards from the Qin players. 

He just didn’t let them get close. 

This made the Qin players feel helpless. 

They could only take the beating passively. They had no power to fight back at all. They could not even 

get close to Zhang Shan. 

How could they fight this? 

Even though there were many long-range jobs among the players from the state of Qin. 

They could attack Zhang Shan from a distance. 

However, for these Qin country’s long-ranged classes, such a small amount of damage was nothing to 

Zhang Shan. 



Zhang Shan had been attacking all this time, relying on the catapulting damage and the lifesteal effect. 

He kept his HP at a safe level. 

The brave charge of the Qin players did not have any effect. 

On the contrary, their people kept falling to the ground under Zhang Shan’s attacks. 

Many of the Qin players had died, but they did not pose much of a threat to Zhang Shan. 

If they wanted to defeat Zhang Shan, they had to think of a way to surround Zhang Shan. Then, the 

group of people would continue to hack at him. 

In that case, even if Zhang Shan’s health was very high, and the blood-sucking effect was very strong. 

However, without magic immunity, they would be cut down sooner or later. 

unfortunately, the qin players would not have the chance to fight in the city. 

Zhang Shan would also not give them this chance. 

In the West capital, he could teleport non-stop. Who could surround him? 

The moment the Qin players got close, Zhang Shan would teleport back. There was no way to surround 

them. 

After a few rounds of attempts, the players from the state of Qin were discouraged. 

they really could not see any hope of defeating zhang shan. 

He had been passively getting beaten up. 

They had been charging for a long time, but Zhang Shan’s health bar had never dropped below half. 

On the other hand, they had already lost ten to twenty thousand of their men to Zhang Shan. 

If this continued ... 

In less than a few minutes, this group of people blocking the door would be killed by Zhang Shan. 

After a few rounds of fighting, the players from the state of Qin retreated. 

he had no choice but to retreat. he couldn’t win at all. 

The group of them all retreated to the entrance of the teleportation Hall. 

Their plan was to block the teleportation Hall as much as possible, even if they had to be beaten. 

He had to get stuck in the teleportation Hall. 

the players from the state of qin had offended too many people during the spring festival. 

Furthermore, there were 12 godly beast Kings in the West capital. 

As long as the teleportation Hall was opened, more players would be teleported to the West capital. 



At that time, they would be even more difficult to deal with. 

Although the strength of the Qin players was considered one of the best among the seven big countries. 

However, no matter how fierce they were, they couldn’t fight against so many people. 

If too many people poured into the West capital ... 

The Qin players who were led by the domineering King would not be able to protect the five 

mythological beast Kings. 

Some of them would definitely be snatched away by other player forces. 

Therefore, no matter what, they had to think of a way to defend the teleportation Hall. 

As for this unkillable Zhang Shan, he’d just let the domineering King bring his men over to deal with him. 

This group of people was helpless. 

All they could do was call for Subjugator on the National channel, asking him to come up with a way to 

send reinforcements as soon as possible. 

boss, quickly send someone over to help. Six-barreled Bodhisattva is too powerful. We can’t stop him at 

all. 

what’s going on? how many people are there? ” 

“It’s just six tube Bodhisattva.” 

what players? you have more than 100000 people here. How can you not stop six-pipe Bodhisattva? is 

he a God? ” 

When he heard that only Zhang Shan was coming, and that the Qin players who were blocking the 

entrance were still unable to hold on, the tyrant king was about to explode in anger. 

How could that be possible? 

Zhang Shan was the same as them, a player. 

He was not a God. 

How could he take on more than a hundred thousand? 

It sounded like a fantasy. 

However, the reality was as such. The Qin players who were blocking the gate were still calling for 

reinforcements. 

Tyrant king was a little speechless. 

” boss, we really can’t stop him. we can’t kill six-barreled bodhisattva at all. he can teleport around the 

city non-stop. we can’t hit him, so we can only take the beating. ” 

“That’s right. That guy doesn’t even want to fight us head on. He keeps teleporting. We have no way to 

deal with him.” 



“If there’s no one coming to help us, we might all be dead in a few minutes.” 

“Boss, quickly arrange for reinforcements.” 

After listening to the players from the state of Qin blabber on and on for a long time, he finally 

understood what was going on. 

Zhang Shan could teleport continuously within the city? 

Was this what happened? 

Oh right, it seemed that there was such a thing. 

He had vaguely heard of the tyrant king before. Due to his title, Zhang Shan could teleport within the 

city. 

However, that was only a rumor. The domineering King had never experienced it before. 

A guy who could teleport continuously in the city was not easy to deal with. 

If it was an ordinary person, he could still try. 

They could instantly kill him with a single shot. 

Those who could be killed in seconds, even if they could teleport, were useless. 

This was how they had dealt with the situation when they went to other countries ‘cities and fought. 

however, zhang shan was clearly not an ordinary person. 

With Zhang Shan’s high HP, it was not something that the current players could do to kill him in seconds. 

Not to mention the players, even the big BOSS would not be able to kill Zhang Shan in an instant. 

How were they going to deal with a person who couldn’t be killed or surrounded? 

The tyrant king was having a headache. 

He felt that Zhang Shan was his nemesis in this game. 

why was it that every time he met zhang shan, he was helpless? 

Every time he fought with Zhang Shan, he would be pressed to the ground by Zhang Shan and rubbed 

hard. 

He had never taken advantage of her. 

No matter how great their advantage was, they had never gained an advantage over Zhang Shan. 

Sometimes, the domineering King would even be ruthless, ready to take down Zhang Shan at all costs. 

But the final result was that he was still beaten up, while Zhang Shan was completely fine. 

It was the same this time. 

In fact, even the overbearing King was a little discouraged. 



If not, he could just ignore it and let Zhang Shan do whatever he wanted. 

But the problem was, even if he did not want to bother with Zhang Shan. 

However, since Zhang Shan had come to the West capital and was still clearing out the Qin players who 

were blocking the gate. 

It was obvious that Zhang Shan had no intention of letting them off. 

If they ignored Zhang Shan, they could forget about fighting the godly beast King. 

The tyrant king was in a dilemma. 

It wasn’t impossible to send people over to help. 

However, he couldn’t spare too many people. 

One had to know that they had five mythological beast Kings fighting in the West capital. 

and the number of qin players that came to the west capital was not many. 

there were only a few hundred thousand people. 

After all, the teleportation fee to both the East and the West was very expensive. 

It cost 10000 gold coins to teleport once. 

Although the players of the state of Qin were all iron-headed guys, and there were many big shots who 

paid in cash. 

However, to be able to gather hundreds of thousands of people at once was already very good. 

It was almost impossible to transfer more people from the Qin country. 

Unless he was willing to pay for someone else’s teleportation fee. 

But what was the use of that? 

Those who were not even willing to pay the teleportation fees themselves, what combat power could 

they have? 

Even if he came over, he would not be able to help his wife and would be wasting his gold coins. 

However, if he didn’t transfer people from within the country, then he could only transfer people from 

the Qin players in the West capital. 

How was he going to draw? How many people would be suitable? 

Other than the players who were blocking the gate, the rest of them were fighting the godly beast King 

or assisting in fighting the godly beast King. 

They couldn’t spare too many people at the moment. 

after all, when they fought against the godly beast king, it was not necessarily a stable fight. 



At any time, they might have to face the other players. 

Although they had blocked the teleportation Hall of the West capital before, they were not afraid. 

However, there were still a large number of players from the other countries ‘camps in the West capital. 

Some of these players had already been teleported to the West capital at the start of the event. 

Some of them were large groups of people who had broken through their defenses and killed their way 

into the West capital. 

Although these people belonged to different player forces, when they were added together ... 

They had more people than the Qin players. 

The domineering King was worried that he would have to transfer people from the team that was 

fighting the godly beast King. 

the other players might want to snatch their mythological beast king. 

Another point was that they had already fought to the second round of the divine beast King. 

Moreover, the godly beast King that he currently had did not have much HP left. 

As long as he could hold on a little longer, he would be able to kill five more godly beast Kings. 

That was to obtain five God tool molds. 

Thinking up to this point, after weighing the pros and cons, he gave the order. 

give up on blocking the gate. All of you, come over and concentrate your fire. Let’s destroy the godly 

beast King first. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Tyrant king finally understood. 

A bird in the hand was better than a thousand birds in the forest. 

Blocking the teleportation Hall would allow them to maintain their advantage in the West capital. 

This was because their people could be teleported back here again after they died. 

But the others couldn’t. If they wanted to come over, they had to break through their defense first. 

However, ordinary people obviously couldn’t do this. 

Unless it was someone as strong as Zhang Shan, or if the entire Army charged forward, they would not 

be able to break through the blockade of the teleportation Hall. 

Subjugator had planned to block the teleportation Hall of the West capital until the end of the event. 

It seemed like it was not possible now. 

Perhaps he could send enough people to support them, not to mention blocking Zhang Shan’s attack. 



But at the very least, he could stall Zhang Shan. 

But what was the point of that? 

They had come to the West capital to fight the godly beast King, not to pick a fight with Zhang Shan. 

If they sent all their men out to hold Zhang Shan back. 

how were they going to fight the godly beast king? 

It was better to just not defend. 

He had to destroy the godly beast King first. 

At the very least, he had to get his hands on the five God tool molds. 

As for how to snatch the godly beast King after killing it ... 

He could only wait and see. 

At most, they could just go back to how it was at the beginning of the event and everyone could just 

snatch it together. 

Subjugator had given up on defending the teleportation Hall of the West capital. 

The rest of the guards fled in all directions after receiving the order. 

zhang shan did not pursue. 

there was no need for that. 

As long as they could get through the teleportation Hall, boss Wu and the little fairy could teleport over. 

As for whose godly beast King they were going to snatch next, it would depend on who was unlucky. 

Even though his target was the Qin players led by Subjugator. 

However, if they encountered other players who were insensible, they would still snatch it. 

After the players from the state of Qin withdrew from the defense of the teleportation Hall, Zhang Shan 

spoke in the team channel. 

“The Qin players blocking the gate have been cleared. You can come over now.” 

Soon, boss Wu and the little fairy were teleported to the West capital. 

After the three of them met up, the little fairy asked Zhang Shan excitedly. 

“Brother Guan Zi, where are we going to get the godly beast King?” 

“Let’s look around first.” 

The West capital was huge. 

However, now was not the time to teleport. It would be embarrassing if he teleported to someone else 

who was fighting the godly beast King. 



he might as well run. 

Since they were all hero mounts, they could run very fast. 

Zhang Shan was not clear about the distribution of the divine beast Kings in the West capital. 

He only knew that there were a total of twelve godly beast Kings in the West capital. 

And five of them had been taken by the domineering King and the Qin players. 

As for the other godly beast Kings, he had no idea who was fighting them. 

he could only run and search. 

Wherever there were more people, they would run. 

If he met someone with a bad attitude, he would Rob him. 

Of course, Zhang Shan’s target was mainly the players from the Qin country. 

There were also the godly beast Kings that were about to be blown up. 

if he really encountered a godly beast king with low health, he would have to fight for it. 

If he were to encounter those godly beast Kings that were about to be killed by others ... 

It would be unreasonable if they didn’t snatch it. 

That would save a lot of time. 

As long as he killed all the people on the other side, he could easily blow up the godly beast King. 

It would be wonderful to get a divine weapon mold. 

518 Picking up dead rats 

Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy. The three of them rode on horses and galloped quickly 

through the West capital. 

There were all kinds of small divine beasts everywhere in the city, but there were only a few players. 

No one was fighting those little divine beasts. 

Actually, this was normal. 

Other than the divine beast King, no one would come to the East and West capital to farm the small 

divine beasts. 

this was a completely unprofitable business. 

One must know that although the benefits of farming all kinds of small divine beasts were not bad. 

However, compared to the teleportation fee of 10000 gold, it was nothing. 

If it was to farm gold coin divine beasts. 



For normal players, even if they farmed for three full days, it was impossible to get 10000 gold. 

most importantly, if he wanted to farm other little divine beasts, he could farm them in his own 

country’s cities. 

there were so many little divine beasts in the cities of the country that it was impossible to kill them all. 

then why did they have to come to the east and west, such a chaotic place to farm? 

Wasn’t this asking for trouble? 

The players who were teleported to the East and West capital were all targeting the godly beast King. 

Now, they were all gathered in different positions and fighting the godly beast King with all their might. 

However, the West capital was indeed a Little Big. 

Zhang Shan and the other two ran for a while, but they could not find a single place to fight the team of 

the divine beast King. 

The little fairy said gloomily as she rode away. 

where are these people fighting the godly beast King? we’ve been searching for so long, but we can’t 

even see one. 

Boss Wu said. 

“It’s indeed strange. This shouldn’t be the case. I heard that there are 12 godly beast Kings in the West 

capital. It doesn’t make sense that we can’t find them after searching for so long. Don’t tell me they 

were pulled to a remote location and secretly fought.” 

Hearing boss Wu’s words, Zhang Shan smacked his head. 

that’s possible. Let’s not run on the streets of the city. We’ll try to find them in the remote alleys. 

If not for boss Wu’s reminder, Zhang Shan would not have thought of this problem. 

He had always thought that the divine beast King would spawn at random locations. 

so, it should be that there could be a godly beast king anywhere. 

As long as they ran along the main street, they would eventually encounter the team of the godly beast 

King. 

after all, the teams of the godslayer beast kings were huge, with at least 100000 people. 

as long as those people were fighting the godly beast king on the street, it was impossible for them to 

not find such an obvious target. 

However, the truth was that the three of them had been running for quite a while, but they had yet to 

meet a team that was fighting against a divine beast King. 

Obviously, these people had pulled the divine beast King away and were secretly fighting it. 

No wonder they couldn’t find it. 



Zhang Shan quickly changed his strategy and ran towards the more remote areas in the city. 

not long after, they found a place and started to fight the team of the divine beast king. 

However, Zhang Shan did not have the slightest desire to go forward and snatch it. 

This was because this was the war God’s team. 

Li Jing, the God of War, was fighting the godly beast King with his men. 

From afar, Zhang Shan could see that there were at least 100000 Wei players. 

most of them were on the outskirts, killing the little divine beasts while being on guard. 

in the core area, the god of war li jing led one to two thousand people and attacked with all their might. 

Zhang Shan took a look and left immediately. 

He couldn’t snatch this one, so he went to the next one. 

as the number one guild in the game, the war god guild’s strength was terrifying. 

If there was no need, Zhang Shan did not want to provoke them. 

Moreover, the war god Guild had a good relationship with their Guild, wind and cloud. 

They had even worked together to fight a BOSS before. 

Even if Zhang Shan wanted to snatch it, he could not bear to do it. 

Another point was that the God of War Li Jing and the others might have just fought the godly beast 

King. 

The divine beast King’s HP did not drop much. 

There was no point in snatching this one. 

He might as well go find the next one. 

... 

perhaps, he would be able to meet the godly beast king that others were about to kill. 

If that was the case, wouldn’t it be great to directly snatch it? 

After Zhang Shan bade farewell to Li Jing, the God of War, he immediately ran away. 

He continued to look for the next one. 

In any case, there were twelve godly beast Kings in the West capital. 

Zhang Shan did not believe that he could not find a suitable divine beast King to fight for it. 

The three of them continued their search in the remote areas of the city. 

after a while, zhang shan saw another group of people, densely packed together. 



The godly beast King was surrounded by them. 

Zhang Shan could not see the situation inside from the outside. 

However, it was easy to guess that these guys were fighting the divine beast King. 

... 

More importantly, they were a group of Qin players. 

That was Zhang Shan’s target. 

“haha, these are players from the state of qin.” 

Zhang Shan laughed happily. It was time to get to work. 

these players from the state of qin should be fighting the mythological beast king. 

With so many people gathered here, it was impossible for them to be playing mahjong. 

He wondered if the domineering King was also here. 

If the domineering King was here as well, then he would take care of him as well. 

after seeing the group of qin players, zhang shan was very happy. 

We’ll just Rob them. 

After Zhang Shan appeared, the group of Qin players also saw Zhang Shan’s figure. 

When they saw Zhang Shan, they immediately became nervous. 

holy sh * t! Six-barreled Bodhisattva is coming! 

f * ck, this is really not the right time. This godly beast King is about to be blown up. If six-pipe 

Bodhisattva comes at this time, he’ll definitely snatch it. 

what’s the point of being afraid of him? everyone on the outside, attack together and stall six-barreled 

Bodhisattva. The rest of you, continue to attack the mythological beast King and try to destroy it as soon 

as possible. 

don’t panic, the mythological beast King’s health is already empty. As long as we can hold the six 

bodhisattvas for ten minutes, we will be able to destroy the mythological beast King. 

“It’ll be a little difficult to stall for ten minutes.” 

what’s there to be afraid of? there are so many of us. Even if we stand still and let six-barreled 

Bodhisattva kill us, he won’t be able to kill us all in ten minutes. 

that’s right. Don’t be afraid. Just fight. Rush up and hold six-barreled Bodhisattva back. 

These Qin players had no intention of killing Zhang Shan. 

They were also aware of the situation at the teleportation Hall when Zhang Shan was cleaning up. 



They knew that Zhang Shan could use teleportation within the city. 

It was impossible for them to kill such a person. 

but it didn’t matter if he couldn’t be killed. 

They only needed to stall Zhang Shan, the longer the better. 

Until the godly beast King was blown up. 

Even if they all died. 

however, as long as they could destroy the godly beast king, they would not lose anything. 

one had to know that a divine weapon mold was worth at least tens of millions of gold coins. 

For the sake of the divine weapon mold, dying once was nothing. 

After Zhang Shan had discovered this group of Qin players, he had not launched an attack. 

On the other hand, the players from the state of Qin charged towards him while howling. 

This made Zhang Shan very confused. 

Were the Qin players that excited? 

There was no need to do this. 

what if zhang shan was just passing by? 

Wasn’t this just causing trouble? 

It didn’t make sense to cause trouble while fighting a divine beast King. 

However, since the players from the state of Qin had already rushed over, they had to stop. 

Zhang Shan did not think too much about it. 

It was done. 

Since these Qin players were so unyielding, Zhang Shan would not hold back. 

After Zhang Shan fired a wave of shrapnel, he began to fire continuously. 

Bullets were continuously fired from the hand cannon, sweeping towards the Qin players. 

boss wu and little fairy stood beside him and kept using their skills. 

However, the three of them didn’t stand on the spot and attack. Instead, they moved quickly on their 

horses and attacked. 

Don’t panic, take it slowly. 

The moment the Qin players were about to reach them, Zhang Shan and the other two would use 

teleportation to pull back a distance. 



Zhang Shan was not in a hurry. After all, it would take a long time to defeat the godly beast King. These 

Qin players could not just coincidentally defeat the godly beast King at this time. 

He could slowly grind with these Qin players. 

As Zhang Shan continued to run and attack, he also looked at the position of the godly beast King. 

He wanted to see how much health the godly beast King had left. 

If the mythological beast King still had a lot of health left, he could slowly drag on with the Qin players. 

Until he killed all the Qin players. 

If the godly beast King did not have much HP left, he would have to speed up. 

this was to prevent the players from the qin country from killing the mythological beast king. 

If that was the case ... 

That would be a huge loss. 

It was a pity that they were still a distance away from the position of the godly beast King. 

Moreover, the size of the godly beast King was not too big. 

Zhang Shan looked at it a few times, but he did not see the health bar of the divine beast King. 

He didn’t know how much HP the godly beast King had left. 

after a few minutes, more than half of the qin players had been defeated by zhang shan and the others. 

As for the 70 – 80 thousand Qin players, they had all fallen to the ground. 

However, the remaining Qin players did not give up. 

they continued to charge valiantly at zhang shan and the other two, charging with all their might. 

It was as if he would not give up until he killed Zhang Shan and the other two. 

This made Zhang Shan feel very strange. 

These Qin players couldn’t even hit Zhang Shan and the other two. Why did they continue to charge like 

this? 

This was because the efforts of the Qin players were meaningless. 

It was simply impossible for them to kill any one of Zhang Shan’s group of three. 

If they charged like this, there was no other possibility other than falling to the ground. 

Why didn’t they give up on the godly beast King first, and come up to harass them when Zhang Shan and 

the other two were fighting the godly beast King? 

Instead, it was such a suicidal charge. This was too unscientific. 

It was completely meaningless for them to charge like this. 



Zhang Shan was very confused. 

However, he didn’t pay much attention to it in the beginning. 

Since these Qin players were willing to risk their lives, Zhang Shan would not mind. 

At most, he would just play with them. 

After he had defeated all of them, he would slowly attack the godly beast King. 

However, as time slowly passed, more and more Qin players fell. 

The more Zhang Shan thought about it, the more he felt that something was wrong. 

Could it be that the godly beast King did not have much HP left and was about to explode? 

Otherwise, why would the players from the state of Qin continue to persevere? 

Why are you still so desperate? 

Actually, Zhang Shan did not know. 

At this moment, the Qin players were panicking. 

The godly beast King had been beaten to a pulp by them. 

However, the godly beast King had trillions of HP. 

Even after his HP was empty, he still had 10 billion HP. 

This wasn’t something that they could kill in a short while. 

At this time, Zhang Shan came looking for him. 

Hence, they had no choice but to fight Zhang Shan to the death. 

Otherwise, the godly beast King that they had been fighting for a day would have been snatched away 

by Zhang Shan. 

if that was the case, they wouldn’t even know where to cry to. 

However, their desperate actions did not have much effect. 

even though they were temporarily holding off zhang shan and the other two. 

however, the more they fought, the fewer people they had. 

If they continued to fight, they would probably all die. 

However, the godly beast King was still holding on and did not show any signs of falling. 

Those Qin players, although they did not care about their lives and kept on charging towards Zhang Shan 

and the other two, they were still very calm. 

However, they could not do anything to Zhang Shan and the other two. 



“Hurry up, how much HP does the godly beast King have left? we can’t hold on much longer.” 

“Even if we can’t hold on, we still have to hold on. We might have to fight for a while longer.” 

“F * ck, how much HP does the godly beast King have left? Wasn’t his HP already empty just now? why 

hasn’t he been killed yet?” 

God knows how much blood is left. After the divine beast king’s blood was emptied, we can’t see the 

exact amount of blood. 

then what should we do? after a while, six-barreled Bodhisattva will kill all of us. 

don’t think too much. Try to hold six-barreled Bodhisattva back. I’m calling for help from the boss. 

that’s right. Ask boss to send people over as soon as possible. Otherwise, we might not be able to hold 

on until we kill the godly beast King. 

this group of qin players was not led by subjugator. 

However, there were also a few members of domineering aura present. 

This was the second godly beast King that they had fought, and everything had been going smoothly. 

The godly beast King was about to be destroyed. 

But after Zhang Shan’s arrival, everything changed. 

although the qin players wanted to hold zhang shan back with their lives. 

However, most of the time, it did not work just by putting one’s life on the line. 

the godly beast kings that had no health were unkillable. 

They were also anxious. 

Zhang Shan saw that the Qin country had always been so desperate. 

the more he thought about it, the weirder he felt. 

It didn’t make sense. 

There was an 80% chance that the godly beast King did not have much health left. 

The Qin players did not want to give up. 

That was why he was so desperate. 

Thinking up to this point, Zhang Shan did not want to waste any more time with these Qin players. 

Instead, he rushed towards the godly beast King. 

at the same time, zhang shan said to boss wu and the little fairy. 

“Follow me closely. I think this godly beast King doesn’t have much blood left. Otherwise, the players 

from the state of Qin wouldn’t be so desperate. Let’s go to the godly beast King and take a look.” 



“Alright, let’s go and take a look. We can’t let them blow up the godly beast King. If that’s the case, we’ll 

have made a wasted trip.” 

“Brother Guan, do you want me to use my ultimate to open the way?” 

The little fairy asked Zhang Shan excitedly when she heard that the godly beast King was almost out of 

blood. 

I don’t need to use my ultimate skill for now. Let’s wait until I see the HP of the godly beast King. 

Zhang Shan stopped the little fairy from using his ultimate skill. 

He still wanted to stay in the West capital until the event ended. 

Big moves were very precious. 

Unless it was a last resort, he would try to save his big moves. 

He would save it for a critical moment. 

After Zhang Shan changed his strategy. 

the situation changed quickly. 

Originally, it was the Qin players who were chasing after Zhang Shan and the other two. 

Although they couldn’t kill anyone, they had been chasing. 

Now, Zhang Shan had changed his mind and was charging towards the position of the godly beast King. 

The situation had changed. Zhang Shan was charging and attacking. 

as for the qin players, they defended with all their might. 

f * ck, six-barreled Bodhisattva is coming. Stop him, don’t let him get close to the godly beast King. 

f * ck, six tube Bodhisattva is so powerful. How can we stop him? ” 

“Wouldn’t it be easier to fight if the six-barreled Bodhisattva charges? All together, use your stun skills, 

after stunning him, kill him directly.” 

you’re right. Let’s charge forward together. Those with stun skills, use it and stun six-barreled 

Bodhisattva until he dies. 

After Zhang Shan charged into the crowd of Qin players, he naturally fell into an encirclement. 

The players from the state of Qin used all sorts of skills on him. 

He was fine. 

Zhang Shan’s health was high enough, and he could suck blood very quickly. 

Even if there were Qin players who had locked their attacks on him. 

He was also perfectly fine. 



Although Zhang Shan was fine, boss Wu and the little fairy were almost at their limits. 

Although the main focus of the Qin players ‘attacks had always been on Zhang Shan. 

But the little fairy and boss Wu were also attacked. 

The Qin players had also noticed this problem. 

If they were to hit Zhang Shan, they would not be able to kill him immediately. However, boss Wu and 

the little fairy were not as strong as him. 

as long as they focused their firepower, it would not be too difficult to kill boss wu and the little fairy. 

“don’t attack six tube bodhisattva, kill the taoist priest and the archer first.” 

that’s right. Six-barreled Bodhisattva is too meaty. Let’s get rid of the two brittleskins first. 

qin players changed their target. 

Boss Wu and the little fairy were in danger. 

Seeing such a situation. 

Zhang Shan went all out. 

He activated fanaticism and shadow clone at the same time. 

Three Zhang Shans stood in a row. 

The intense firepower swept towards the Qin players beside them. 

Zhang Shan’s brutal firepower quickly cleared the Qin players around him, helping boss Wu and the little 

fairy out of the situation. 

Not only that. 

Zhang Shan’s intense firepower also caused the Qin players to be injured. It was suppressed. 

They simply couldn’t rush up. 

Zhang Shan and the other two took advantage of this gap and quickly advanced towards the position of 

the godly beast King. 

At this point, Zhang Shan could already see the condition of the godly beast King. 

“Damn, the godly beast King’s HP is empty.” 

After seeing the godly beast King, Zhang Shan could not help but be shocked. 

The Qin players ‘desperate actions. 

He guessed that the godly beast King would not have much blood left. 

But Zhang Shan had not expected this. 

Not only did the divine beast King not have much HP, but it also had a lot of HP. 



Instead, it was empty. 

He definitely couldn’t let go of such an opportunity to pick up dead rats. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan said loudly to the little fairy. 

hurry up and use your ultimate skill. Aim at the position of the mythological beast King and kill all the 

players from the state of Qin who are fighting the mythological beast King. 

“Alright.” 

Little fairy also saw the HP of the divine beast King. She excitedly shot an arrow into the sky. 

For a moment, the sky was bright and dark. 

Countless meteors fell from the sky and crashed toward the godly beast King. 

The players from the state of Qin who were fighting the mythical beast King were hit directly, and 

thousands of them were instantly killed. 

“Haha, follow me.” 

Zhang Shan was very happy. 

Under the coverage of little fairy’s ultimate skill, the players from Qin who were fighting the 

mythological beast King all fell to the ground. 

The other Qin players could not get close to the mythological beast King for a while. 

This was because the little fairy’s wrath of the stars was a long-lasting skill. 

It lasted for five seconds. 

during the duration of the big move, who would dare to get close? 

Chapter 518 Picking up dead rats 

Zhang Shan brought boss Wu and the little fairy. The three of them rode on horses and galloped quickly 

through the West capital. 

There were all kinds of small divine beasts everywhere in the city, but there were only a few players. 

No one was fighting those little divine beasts. 

Actually, this was normal. 

Other than the divine beast King, no one would come to the East and West capital to farm the small 

divine beasts. 

this was a completely unprofitable business. 

One must know that although the benefits of farming all kinds of small divine beasts were not bad. 

However, compared to the teleportation fee of 10000 gold, it was nothing. 



If it was to farm gold coin divine beasts. 

For normal players, even if they farmed for three full days, it was impossible to get 10000 gold. 

most importantly, if he wanted to farm other little divine beasts, he could farm them in his own 

country’s cities. 

there were so many little divine beasts in the cities of the country that it was impossible to kill them all. 

then why did they have to come to the east and west, such a chaotic place to farm? 

Wasn’t this asking for trouble? 

The players who were teleported to the East and West capital were all targeting the godly beast King. 

Now, they were all gathered in different positions and fighting the godly beast King with all their might. 

However, the West capital was indeed a Little Big. 

Zhang Shan and the other two ran for a while, but they could not find a single place to fight the team of 

the divine beast King. 

The little fairy said gloomily as she rode away. 

where are these people fighting the godly beast King? we’ve been searching for so long, but we can’t 

even see one. 

Boss Wu said. 

“It’s indeed strange. This shouldn’t be the case. I heard that there are 12 godly beast Kings in the West 

capital. It doesn’t make sense that we can’t find them after searching for so long. Don’t tell me they 

were pulled to a remote location and secretly fought.” 

Hearing boss Wu’s words, Zhang Shan smacked his head. 

that’s possible. Let’s not run on the streets of the city. We’ll try to find them in the remote alleys. 

If not for boss Wu’s reminder, Zhang Shan would not have thought of this problem. 

He had always thought that the divine beast King would spawn at random locations. 

so, it should be that there could be a godly beast king anywhere. 

As long as they ran along the main street, they would eventually encounter the team of the godly beast 

King. 

after all, the teams of the godslayer beast kings were huge, with at least 100000 people. 

as long as those people were fighting the godly beast king on the street, it was impossible for them to 

not find such an obvious target. 

However, the truth was that the three of them had been running for quite a while, but they had yet to 

meet a team that was fighting against a divine beast King. 

Obviously, these people had pulled the divine beast King away and were secretly fighting it. 



No wonder they couldn’t find it. 

Zhang Shan quickly changed his strategy and ran towards the more remote areas in the city. 

not long after, they found a place and started to fight the team of the divine beast king. 

However, Zhang Shan did not have the slightest desire to go forward and snatch it. 

This was because this was the war God’s team. 

Li Jing, the God of War, was fighting the godly beast King with his men. 

From afar, Zhang Shan could see that there were at least 100000 Wei players. 

most of them were on the outskirts, killing the little divine beasts while being on guard. 

in the core area, the god of war li jing led one to two thousand people and attacked with all their might. 

Zhang Shan took a look and left immediately. 

He couldn’t snatch this one, so he went to the next one. 

as the number one guild in the game, the war god guild’s strength was terrifying. 

If there was no need, Zhang Shan did not want to provoke them. 

Moreover, the war god Guild had a good relationship with their Guild, wind and cloud. 

They had even worked together to fight a BOSS before. 

Even if Zhang Shan wanted to snatch it, he could not bear to do it. 

Another point was that the God of War Li Jing and the others might have just fought the godly beast 

King. 

The divine beast King’s HP did not drop much. 

There was no point in snatching this one. 

He might as well go find the next one. 

... 

perhaps, he would be able to meet the godly beast king that others were about to kill. 

If that was the case, wouldn’t it be great to directly snatch it? 

After Zhang Shan bade farewell to Li Jing, the God of War, he immediately ran away. 

He continued to look for the next one. 

In any case, there were twelve godly beast Kings in the West capital. 

Zhang Shan did not believe that he could not find a suitable divine beast King to fight for it. 

The three of them continued their search in the remote areas of the city. 



after a while, zhang shan saw another group of people, densely packed together. 

The godly beast King was surrounded by them. 

Zhang Shan could not see the situation inside from the outside. 

However, it was easy to guess that these guys were fighting the divine beast King. 

... 

More importantly, they were a group of Qin players. 

That was Zhang Shan’s target. 

“haha, these are players from the state of qin.” 

Zhang Shan laughed happily. It was time to get to work. 

these players from the state of qin should be fighting the mythological beast king. 

With so many people gathered here, it was impossible for them to be playing mahjong. 

He wondered if the domineering King was also here. 

If the domineering King was here as well, then he would take care of him as well. 

after seeing the group of qin players, zhang shan was very happy. 

We’ll just Rob them. 

After Zhang Shan appeared, the group of Qin players also saw Zhang Shan’s figure. 

When they saw Zhang Shan, they immediately became nervous. 

holy sh * t! Six-barreled Bodhisattva is coming! 

f * ck, this is really not the right time. This godly beast King is about to be blown up. If six-pipe 

Bodhisattva comes at this time, he’ll definitely snatch it. 

what’s the point of being afraid of him? everyone on the outside, attack together and stall six-barreled 

Bodhisattva. The rest of you, continue to attack the mythological beast King and try to destroy it as soon 

as possible. 

don’t panic, the mythological beast King’s health is already empty. As long as we can hold the six 

bodhisattvas for ten minutes, we will be able to destroy the mythological beast King. 

“It’ll be a little difficult to stall for ten minutes.” 

what’s there to be afraid of? there are so many of us. Even if we stand still and let six-barreled 

Bodhisattva kill us, he won’t be able to kill us all in ten minutes. 

that’s right. Don’t be afraid. Just fight. Rush up and hold six-barreled Bodhisattva back. 

These Qin players had no intention of killing Zhang Shan. 



They were also aware of the situation at the teleportation Hall when Zhang Shan was cleaning up. 

They knew that Zhang Shan could use teleportation within the city. 

It was impossible for them to kill such a person. 

but it didn’t matter if he couldn’t be killed. 

They only needed to stall Zhang Shan, the longer the better. 

Until the godly beast King was blown up. 

Even if they all died. 

however, as long as they could destroy the godly beast king, they would not lose anything. 

one had to know that a divine weapon mold was worth at least tens of millions of gold coins. 

For the sake of the divine weapon mold, dying once was nothing. 

After Zhang Shan had discovered this group of Qin players, he had not launched an attack. 

On the other hand, the players from the state of Qin charged towards him while howling. 

This made Zhang Shan very confused. 

Were the Qin players that excited? 

There was no need to do this. 

what if zhang shan was just passing by? 

Wasn’t this just causing trouble? 

It didn’t make sense to cause trouble while fighting a divine beast King. 

However, since the players from the state of Qin had already rushed over, they had to stop. 

Zhang Shan did not think too much about it. 

It was done. 

Since these Qin players were so unyielding, Zhang Shan would not hold back. 

After Zhang Shan fired a wave of shrapnel, he began to fire continuously. 

Bullets were continuously fired from the hand cannon, sweeping towards the Qin players. 

boss wu and little fairy stood beside him and kept using their skills. 

However, the three of them didn’t stand on the spot and attack. Instead, they moved quickly on their 

horses and attacked. 

Don’t panic, take it slowly. 



The moment the Qin players were about to reach them, Zhang Shan and the other two would use 

teleportation to pull back a distance. 

Zhang Shan was not in a hurry. After all, it would take a long time to defeat the godly beast King. These 

Qin players could not just coincidentally defeat the godly beast King at this time. 

He could slowly grind with these Qin players. 

As Zhang Shan continued to run and attack, he also looked at the position of the godly beast King. 

He wanted to see how much health the godly beast King had left. 

If the mythological beast King still had a lot of health left, he could slowly drag on with the Qin players. 

Until he killed all the Qin players. 

If the godly beast King did not have much HP left, he would have to speed up. 

this was to prevent the players from the qin country from killing the mythological beast king. 

If that was the case ... 

That would be a huge loss. 

It was a pity that they were still a distance away from the position of the godly beast King. 

Moreover, the size of the godly beast King was not too big. 

Zhang Shan looked at it a few times, but he did not see the health bar of the divine beast King. 

He didn’t know how much HP the godly beast King had left. 

after a few minutes, more than half of the qin players had been defeated by zhang shan and the others. 

As for the 70 – 80 thousand Qin players, they had all fallen to the ground. 

However, the remaining Qin players did not give up. 

they continued to charge valiantly at zhang shan and the other two, charging with all their might. 

It was as if he would not give up until he killed Zhang Shan and the other two. 

This made Zhang Shan feel very strange. 

These Qin players couldn’t even hit Zhang Shan and the other two. Why did they continue to charge like 

this? 

This was because the efforts of the Qin players were meaningless. 

It was simply impossible for them to kill any one of Zhang Shan’s group of three. 

If they charged like this, there was no other possibility other than falling to the ground. 

Why didn’t they give up on the godly beast King first, and come up to harass them when Zhang Shan and 

the other two were fighting the godly beast King? 



Instead, it was such a suicidal charge. This was too unscientific. 

It was completely meaningless for them to charge like this. 

Zhang Shan was very confused. 

However, he didn’t pay much attention to it in the beginning. 

Since these Qin players were willing to risk their lives, Zhang Shan would not mind. 

At most, he would just play with them. 

After he had defeated all of them, he would slowly attack the godly beast King. 

However, as time slowly passed, more and more Qin players fell. 

The more Zhang Shan thought about it, the more he felt that something was wrong. 

Could it be that the godly beast King did not have much HP left and was about to explode? 

Otherwise, why would the players from the state of Qin continue to persevere? 

Why are you still so desperate? 

Actually, Zhang Shan did not know. 

At this moment, the Qin players were panicking. 

The godly beast King had been beaten to a pulp by them. 

However, the godly beast King had trillions of HP. 

Even after his HP was empty, he still had 10 billion HP. 

This wasn’t something that they could kill in a short while. 

At this time, Zhang Shan came looking for him. 

Hence, they had no choice but to fight Zhang Shan to the death. 

Otherwise, the godly beast King that they had been fighting for a day would have been snatched away 

by Zhang Shan. 

if that was the case, they wouldn’t even know where to cry to. 

However, their desperate actions did not have much effect. 

even though they were temporarily holding off zhang shan and the other two. 

however, the more they fought, the fewer people they had. 

If they continued to fight, they would probably all die. 

However, the godly beast King was still holding on and did not show any signs of falling. 



Those Qin players, although they did not care about their lives and kept on charging towards Zhang Shan 

and the other two, they were still very calm. 

However, they could not do anything to Zhang Shan and the other two. 

“Hurry up, how much HP does the godly beast King have left? we can’t hold on much longer.” 

“Even if we can’t hold on, we still have to hold on. We might have to fight for a while longer.” 

“F * ck, how much HP does the godly beast King have left? Wasn’t his HP already empty just now? why 

hasn’t he been killed yet?” 

God knows how much blood is left. After the divine beast king’s blood was emptied, we can’t see the 

exact amount of blood. 

then what should we do? after a while, six-barreled Bodhisattva will kill all of us. 

don’t think too much. Try to hold six-barreled Bodhisattva back. I’m calling for help from the boss. 

that’s right. Ask boss to send people over as soon as possible. Otherwise, we might not be able to hold 

on until we kill the godly beast King. 

this group of qin players was not led by subjugator. 

However, there were also a few members of domineering aura present. 

This was the second godly beast King that they had fought, and everything had been going smoothly. 

The godly beast King was about to be destroyed. 

But after Zhang Shan’s arrival, everything changed. 

although the qin players wanted to hold zhang shan back with their lives. 

However, most of the time, it did not work just by putting one’s life on the line. 

the godly beast kings that had no health were unkillable. 

They were also anxious. 

Zhang Shan saw that the Qin country had always been so desperate. 

the more he thought about it, the weirder he felt. 

It didn’t make sense. 

There was an 80% chance that the godly beast King did not have much health left. 

The Qin players did not want to give up. 

That was why he was so desperate. 

Thinking up to this point, Zhang Shan did not want to waste any more time with these Qin players. 

Instead, he rushed towards the godly beast King. 



at the same time, zhang shan said to boss wu and the little fairy. 

“Follow me closely. I think this godly beast King doesn’t have much blood left. Otherwise, the players 

from the state of Qin wouldn’t be so desperate. Let’s go to the godly beast King and take a look.” 

“Alright, let’s go and take a look. We can’t let them blow up the godly beast King. If that’s the case, we’ll 

have made a wasted trip.” 

“Brother Guan, do you want me to use my ultimate to open the way?” 

The little fairy asked Zhang Shan excitedly when she heard that the godly beast King was almost out of 

blood. 

I don’t need to use my ultimate skill for now. Let’s wait until I see the HP of the godly beast King. 

Zhang Shan stopped the little fairy from using his ultimate skill. 

He still wanted to stay in the West capital until the event ended. 

Big moves were very precious. 

Unless it was a last resort, he would try to save his big moves. 

He would save it for a critical moment. 

After Zhang Shan changed his strategy. 

the situation changed quickly. 

Originally, it was the Qin players who were chasing after Zhang Shan and the other two. 

Although they couldn’t kill anyone, they had been chasing. 

Now, Zhang Shan had changed his mind and was charging towards the position of the godly beast King. 

The situation had changed. Zhang Shan was charging and attacking. 

as for the qin players, they defended with all their might. 

f * ck, six-barreled Bodhisattva is coming. Stop him, don’t let him get close to the godly beast King. 

f * ck, six tube Bodhisattva is so powerful. How can we stop him? ” 

“Wouldn’t it be easier to fight if the six-barreled Bodhisattva charges? All together, use your stun skills, 

after stunning him, kill him directly.” 

you’re right. Let’s charge forward together. Those with stun skills, use it and stun six-barreled 

Bodhisattva until he dies. 

After Zhang Shan charged into the crowd of Qin players, he naturally fell into an encirclement. 

The players from the state of Qin used all sorts of skills on him. 

He was fine. 



Zhang Shan’s health was high enough, and he could suck blood very quickly. 

Even if there were Qin players who had locked their attacks on him. 

He was also perfectly fine. 

Although Zhang Shan was fine, boss Wu and the little fairy were almost at their limits. 

Although the main focus of the Qin players ‘attacks had always been on Zhang Shan. 

But the little fairy and boss Wu were also attacked. 

The Qin players had also noticed this problem. 

If they were to hit Zhang Shan, they would not be able to kill him immediately. However, boss Wu and 

the little fairy were not as strong as him. 

as long as they focused their firepower, it would not be too difficult to kill boss wu and the little fairy. 

“don’t attack six tube bodhisattva, kill the taoist priest and the archer first.” 

that’s right. Six-barreled Bodhisattva is too meaty. Let’s get rid of the two brittleskins first. 

qin players changed their target. 

Boss Wu and the little fairy were in danger. 

Seeing such a situation. 

Zhang Shan went all out. 

He activated fanaticism and shadow clone at the same time. 

Three Zhang Shans stood in a row. 

The intense firepower swept towards the Qin players beside them. 

Zhang Shan’s brutal firepower quickly cleared the Qin players around him, helping boss Wu and the little 

fairy out of the situation. 

Not only that. 

Zhang Shan’s intense firepower also caused the Qin players to be injured. It was suppressed. 

They simply couldn’t rush up. 

Zhang Shan and the other two took advantage of this gap and quickly advanced towards the position of 

the godly beast King. 

At this point, Zhang Shan could already see the condition of the godly beast King. 

“Damn, the godly beast King’s HP is empty.” 

After seeing the godly beast King, Zhang Shan could not help but be shocked. 

The Qin players ‘desperate actions. 



He guessed that the godly beast King would not have much blood left. 

But Zhang Shan had not expected this. 

Not only did the divine beast King not have much HP, but it also had a lot of HP. 

Instead, it was empty. 

He definitely couldn’t let go of such an opportunity to pick up dead rats. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan said loudly to the little fairy. 

hurry up and use your ultimate skill. Aim at the position of the mythological beast King and kill all the 

players from the state of Qin who are fighting the mythological beast King. 

“Alright.” 

Little fairy also saw the HP of the divine beast King. She excitedly shot an arrow into the sky. 

For a moment, the sky was bright and dark. 

Countless meteors fell from the sky and crashed toward the godly beast King. 

The players from the state of Qin who were fighting the mythical beast King were hit directly, and 

thousands of them were instantly killed. 

“Haha, follow me.” 

Zhang Shan was very happy. 

Under the coverage of little fairy’s ultimate skill, the players from Qin who were fighting the 

mythological beast King all fell to the ground. 

The other Qin players could not get close to the mythological beast King for a while. 

This was because the little fairy’s wrath of the stars was a long-lasting skill. 

It lasted for five seconds. 

during the duration of the big move, who would dare to get close? 

Chapter 519-never letting go 

After the little fairy used her ultimate skill, the players from the state of Qin could no longer fight the 

mythical beast King. 

The players from the state of Qin around the mythological beast King were all wiped out by the big 

move. 

Moreover, they didn’t dare to rush into the range of the big move. 

In fact, it would be useless even if they rushed over. 

The little fairy’s wrath of the stars skill dealt ten times the damage and lasted for five seconds. 



With little fairy’s 30000 attack power ... 

That would be over 300000 damage per second. 

Such powerful damage. 

With the current HP of the players ... 

Other than Zhang Shan, it was as if he could kill anyone he saw. 

Charging over would be suicide. 

And he would die very quickly. 

Then why did they still go up? 

The players from the state of Qin could only stay as far away as possible from the wrath of the stars 

‘damage range. 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, Zhang Shan and the other two rushed to the godly beast King. 

At this moment, the godly beast King’s health was already empty. 

Of course, Zhang Shan could not tell exactly how much health was left. 

This was because the health of a godly beast King that was empty was very uncertain. 

If it was more, it might be ten billion HP. 

If it was too little, perhaps just one more hit would do. 

After Zhang Shan and the other two ran to the godly beast King’s side, they could only attack a few 

times and could not continue. 

This was because there were still around 20 – 30 thousand Qin players present. 

The little fairy could only defeat three to five thousand people with a wave of her big moves. 

In the beginning, there were more than 100000 Qin players. 

not all of them had died. 

when they saw zhang shan rush to the godly beast king’s side, it was as if they had gone crazy. they kept 

on rushing over. 

the duration of the wrath of the stars had ended. 

These Qin players didn’t have any more worries and charged forward. 

He did not allow Zhang Shan and the other two to attack the godly beast King when they had the 

chance. 

If Zhang Shan ignored the damage from the Qin players and directly attacked the mythological beast 

King. 



He wouldn’t be able to hold on for long. 

Most importantly, Zhang Shan was not sure how much blood the godly beast King had left. 

he didn’t know how long he would have to fight before he could kill her. 

If they were to attack the godly beast King right now ... 

No one stopped the remaining Qin players. 

Soon, the three of them would be drowned. 

Thus, Zhang Shan was not in a hurry to attack the godly beast King. 

he planned to first sweep away all the qin players around him. 

Zhang Shan stood beside the mythological beast King. He held his hand cannon and kept firing at the Qin 

players around him. 

Boss Wu and little fairy also kept using their skills. 

The three of them each took a side and stood beside the godly beast King. 

It suppressed the Qin country players around. 

He didn’t let them get close to the godly beast King. 

When the Qin players saw that the mythological beast King had been snatched by Zhang Shan and the 

other two, they were stunned. 

They all charged at them like they had gone crazy. 

Zhang Shan continued to fire shrapnel, and at the same time, his hand cannon never stopped firing. 

The bullets were fired continuously. 

Under the suppression of his fierce firepower ... 

No matter how ferociously the Qin players charged. 

However, they just couldn’t get close to the godly beast King. 

Seeing such a situation. 

The Qin players were getting anxious. 

... 

“Fuck, let’s all charge together, don’t be afraid of death. otherwise, the mythological beast king would 

have been killed by six-pipe bodhisattva.” 

“Are we afraid of death? We simply can’t rush up.” 



“We have to charge even if we can’t. We have to keep putting pressure on six-barreled Bodhisattva so 

that he won’t have the time to attack the godly beast King. otherwise, he would have killed the godly 

beast king with two or three more shots.” 

“How much HP does the godly beast King have left?” 

I told you I don’t know. After the divine beast king’s blood is empty, I can’t see the blood volume at all. 

although I don’t know exactly how much HP the godly beast King has left, we fought for so long after its 

HP was emptied. It must not have much HP left. At most, it only has tens of millions of HP left. 

f * ck, that’s going to be troublesome. Tens of millions of blood may only take a minute or two for six-

barreled Bodhisattva. 

“We have to keep charging. We can’t stop.” 

that’s right. Let’s stall six-barreled Bodhisattva first. As long as we can stall him, we might be able to turn 

the situation around. 

“Where’s the domineering King? didn’t he say that he’d arranged for reinforcements? Where are the 

reinforcements?” 

“They’re still on their way. The West capital is so big, it’ll take them some time to get here.” 

... 

“F * ck, by the time they get here, the cucumbers will have gone cold.” 

” don’t panic. six-barreled bodhisattva and the others can’t spare any time to attack the godly beast 

king. as long as we maintain the pressure, he won’t have time to attack the godly beast king. ” 

you’re right. We have to keep charging forward. Even if there’s only one of us left, we can’t let six-

barreled Bodhisattva have the time to attack the godly beast King. 

f * ck, I’ll go first. I’m going to drop three levels today. How depressing. 

zhang shan brought boss wu and the little fairy to the godly beast king. 

However, the Qin players around them did not plan to let go. Instead, they continued to charge at them. 

As a result, Zhang Shan and the other two could not free up their time to attack the godly beast King. 

Now, they were in a stalemate. 

However, in terms of the situation, it was still advantageous to Zhang Shan and the other two. 

This was because Zhang Shan and the other two had been in good condition. 

As for the players from the state of Qin, they were getting fewer and fewer. 

Let’s see how they’re going to charge when they’re all dead. 

Zhang Shan felt that this was already a sure win. 

only 20 – 30 thousand qin players were left. 



after he killed all of these twenty to thirty thousand people. 

This godly beast King would naturally belong to them. 

Thus, Zhang Shan was not in a hurry. 

He just held his hand cannon and kept firing at the Qin players around him. 

As for the godly beast King beside him, he did not even touch it. 

If he didn’t kill all of them, he wouldn’t have the time to fight the godly beast King. 

Even if he had the chance to attack the godly beast King. 

That didn’t mean much. 

The HP of a divine beast King was not something that could be dealt with in one or two hits. 

That would require continuous damage. 

Zhang Shan was full of ambition and did not panic at all. 

However, the situation changed very quickly. 

That was because Zhang Shan saw another large wave of Qin players from afar. 

Seeing such a situation, even Zhang Shan was a little depressed. 

F * ck, these Qin players are really shameless. Shaking people if you can’t beat them? Bullying Zhang 

Shan for not having any support? 

zhang shan really did not have any support. 

The people from wind cloud Guild were all in wind Cloud City, busy fighting the divine beast King. 

that is, if nothing major happened. 

Zhang Shan also did not know how to call for the big shots in the Guild to come over and help. 

There was no need for that. 

This wave of Qin players that came to help numbered around 70 to 80 thousand. 

Zhang Shan, who was originally relaxed, suddenly felt the pressure increase. 

he wasn’t worried that the three of them wouldn’t be able to suppress the charge of the qin players. 

In fact, Zhang Shan and the other two were stuck beside the godly beast King. 

Their firepower was extremely strong, suppressing the Qin players, preventing them from charging up. 

It should not be a big problem. 

However, what was the point of just suppressing the Qin players? 

The three of them did not have the time to attack the godly beast King. 



Could it be that they were going to continue this chaotic battle with the Qin players? 

How long would this fight take? 

What if there were other Qin players who came to help? 

something was wrong. 

Or rather, it wasn’t just in case. 

It was because in a while more, there would be more Qin players who would come to help. 

After all, the godly beast King had been beaten to an empty state. 

The Qin players would not give up no matter what. 

Perhaps, if it was delayed a little longer ... 

Even the domineering King would bring people over personally. 

If that was the case, then they would be in big trouble. 

the meat that was in his mouth was about to fly away. 

zhang shan was not worried about the safety of the three of them. 

If he really couldn’t win, he could just teleport away. 

however, the problem was that there was a godly beast king that had been beaten to an empty state. 

They had to destroy it first before leaving. 

It really didn’t make sense. 

Although this godly beast King had been beaten to a low HP by the players from the country of Qin. 

But to Zhang Shan. 

I saw it, it’s mine. 

He had to get it. 

However, the current situation seemed to be a little troublesome. 

Now, the three of them could not find the time to fight the godly beast King. This gave Zhang Shan a 

huge headache. 

Actually, not only was Zhang Shan having a headache, the little demon beside him was also very 

depressed. 

She had thought that since the godly beast King’s HP was empty, the three of them could easily kill it 

with a few attacks. 

It was as easy as bending over to pick up money to obtain a divine weapon mold. 

However, he didn’t. 



In the beginning, little fairy took some time to shoot at the divine beast King. 

However, the godly beast King did not move. 

Although it was empty, it just didn’t die. 

What else could he do? 

And those Qin players were like dogskin plaster, sticking to them and not letting go. 

it was as if he would not retreat until all of them were dead. 

The key was that the Qin players had always had support. 

It felt like the three of them couldn’t kill all of them no matter how many they killed. 

The little fairy said to Zhang Shan gloomily. 

“Brother Guan, what do we do now? We don’t have the time to fight the godly beast King, and the 

players from Qin are endless. We can’t kill them all.” 

“Let’s just waste time.” 

zhang shan did not know what to do. 

he couldn’t think of a solution at the moment, so he could only waste time with the qin players. 

It all depended on who would eventually give up. 

At this moment, boss Wu, who was beside him, said to Zhang Shan. 

where’s your panda baby? summon the Panda baby and let it fight the godly beast King. 

“Oh, right.” 

Zhang Shan slapped his forehead and said. 

He had completely forgotten about the Panda bear. 

As Zhang Shan’s strength grew, he became stronger and stronger. 

The Panda dumpling’s help to him was also becoming less and less. 

Under normal circumstances, Zhang Shan wouldn’t call out the Panda dumpling. 

Because it was not very useful. 

in addition to the 10 points of luck and the combo skill, the panda ball could be used to kill the BOSS first 

and increase the drop rate of items. 

It had almost no other use. 

It was purely a tool to increase the drop rate. 

Even when it came to tanking bosses, Zhang Shan was the one tanking. He did not need the Panda bear. 



as for dealing damage, that was even less necessary. 

Although the Panda ball’s attack power was also very high. 

It was even higher than Zhang Shan’s own attack. 

The Panda ball’s current attack power was close to 500000. 

But the problem was that the Panda ball’s attack speed was frighteningly slow. 

The Panda dumpling’s little claws smacked out, and Zhang Shan could fire more than ten shots. 

to others, this little bit of damage might not be bad. 

But to Zhang Shan, it was better to have nothing. 

He might as well deal a few more critical hits himself. 

A few of his critical hits were more than the Panda’s. 

However, after boss Wu’s reminder ... 

Only then did Zhang Shan remember. 

at this time, the role of the panda dumpling could be fully reflected. 

the three of them could not spare any time to attack the godly beast king. 

however, zhang shan could let the panda bear fight the godly beast king. 

Even though the Panda ball was slow. 

However, no matter how slow he was, he was still fighting the godly beast King, right? 

Right now, Zhang Shan still did not know how long he would have to waste with this group of Qin 

players. 

It was also a good idea to let the Panda ball slowly deal damage. 

Perhaps, as they fought, the godly beast King would be blown up. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan quickly summoned the Panda dumpling. 

He then controlled the Panda ball to target the godly beast King. 

The Panda ball waved its two cute little paws and slowly slapped down at the godly beast King. 

each attack would take away more than 400000 hp from the godly beast king. 

the panda dumpling’s attack power growth was still very impressive. now, it had nearly 500000 attack 

power. 

However, its attack speed was too slow. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have forgotten about the Panda dumpling just now. 



Zhang Shan controlled the Panda ball. After using a combo, he did not bother with it anymore. 

he would let it take its time to beat the godly beast king. 

as for whether he could kill them, that would be up to fate. 

As for Zhang Shan himself, he was seriously firing non-stop, suppressing the Qin players around him. 

As more and more Qin players came over to help. 

The pressure on Zhang Shan and the other two was also increasing. 

However, there shouldn’t be any problems for the time being. 

The damage that Zhang Shan and the other two had caused was very frightening. 

He didn’t say it himself. 

Shrapnel skill, plus ejection passive. 

The damage was huge. 

No matter how the Qin players charged, they could not reach him. 

The little fairy and boss Wu were not as fierce as Zhang Shan. 

However, the two of them were not weak either. 

At the very least, they were much stronger than normal players. 

The little fairy kept using the split arrow skill. 

With two arrows, he could take down a large group of Qin players. 

Boss Wu was a little weaker. 

However, he had a Chain Lightning Skill. 

With one lightning bolt, the damage jumped nine times. 

Boss Wu could knock down nine people with three or four volleys. 

As an auxiliary profession. 

Boss Wu’s damage was already very good. 

Under the suppression of their intense firepower ... 

The Qin players in front of them were charging forward fiercely. 

Yet, she could not get close to them. 

...... 

Zhang Shan and the other two were annoyed by the Qin players. 

They had no time to fight the godly beast King, who had no health left. 



How could he not be annoyed? 

However, they were annoyed. 

Those Qin players were even more annoying. 

The godly beast King that they had been fighting for the entire day had been snatched away by Zhang 

Shan and the other two. 

Initially, they had thought that they could rely on their numbers to wear down Zhang Shan and the other 

two. 

however, zhang shan and the other two were so ferocious. 

They charged for a long time, but they did not hurt Zhang Shan and the other two. 

On the other hand, more than 100000 of the Qin players had died. 

If they continued to waste time like this, the Qin players could barely accept it. 

They thought that as long as they kept charging, they would be able to escape. 

Zhang Shan and the other two would not have the time to attack the godly beast King. 

In this case, after the domineering King had defeated the godly beast King, they would come together 

and chase Zhang Shan and the other two away. 

They still had a chance to take back the godly beast King. 

however, the problem was that even though zhang shan and the other two were being held back, they 

did not have the time to fight the godly beast king. 

However, Zhang Shan’s Panda baby had started to fight the godly beast King. 

Although the Panda ball’s attack speed was really slow, it was really comical. 

However, the damage that the Panda ball dealt every time made the players from the state of Qin 

tremble in fear. 

The Panda ball dealt more than 400000 damage each time, which was very terrifying. 

He was even more ferocious than Zhang Shan. 

If they didn’t do anything, this divine beast King would probably be smashed to death by the Panda bear. 

f * ck, six tube Bodhisattva’s baby kept attacking the godly beast King. Did he blow up the godly beast 

King? ” 

“It shouldn’t be. The Panda baby’s attack speed is so slow, it shouldn’t be able to kill the godly beast 

King.” 

“It’s hard to say. I don’t know how much blood the godly beast King has left. If there’s only ten million or 

so left, they’ll probably be destroyed very quickly.” 



what should we do then? we have to think of something. We can’t just watch six-barreled Bodhisattva 

take away the godly beast King. 

what can we do? we can’t chase six-barreled Bodhisattva away, so we can only force our way through. 

“Does anyone have any powerful skills or scrolls? At this point, there was no need to hide. If you have it, 

take it out and chase six-barreled Bodhisattva away.” 

what the hell? we’ve already used our ultimate move when we were fighting for the divine beast King 

with the others. 

maybe the domineering King still has more scrolls. Ask him to send more scrolls over and kill six-barreled 

Bodhisattva. 

“Can the scroll kill six-barreled Bodhisattva?” 

“Why do you care so much? even if we can’t destroy him, we can still drive him away.” 

you’re right. The tyrant king should have more scrolls. Let me ask him. 

After Zhang Shan had summoned the Panda bear, the surrounding players from the state of Qin were all 

very anxious. 

How could he not be anxious? 

It was still fine before. Facing their ferocious charge, Zhang Shan and the other two did not have the 

time. 

The godly beast King was just on the side, and no one paid attention to it. 

Even though they were very anxious. 

However, the meat was still there and had not been eaten by Zhang Shan. 

But now, Zhang Shan and the other two had no time, and instead summoned a panda baby. 

He let the Panda baby attack the godly beast King. 

If the Panda baby were to destroy the godly beast King, they would probably cry to death. 

However, they really had no other choice. 

he couldn’t rush up. 

they could only count on the tyrant king. 

In their eyes, the domineering King still had some goods. 

As long as he came over to help, he would definitely be able to defeat Zhang Shan. 

The domineering King was also fighting the godly beast King. 

In the West capital, they had managed to capture five godly beast Kings. 



Other than the one that Zhang Shan and the others were fighting for, there were four other ones 

fighting. 

the players from the state of qin kept calling out to him. 

Tyrant king fell into deep thought. 

He still had two scrolls in his hands. 

However, this was the last of his stock. 

if he used these two scrolls, he would have no more trump cards. 

As for the Guild’s big moves, they had long since been used. 

If he wanted to use his ultimate move again, he would have to wait until tomorrow. 

If they were to use these two scrolls, how were they going to compete with the others for the next 

divine beast King? 

Were they going to stop fighting the godly beast King after this round? 

This was clearly impossible. 

There was another point. 

Even if he used a scroll, he would not be able to kill Zhang Shan. 

The domineering King was well aware of Zhang Shan’s strength. 

zhang shan could tank two of such ferocious real name bosses at the same time. 

the scroll’s damage was very high. 

However, he could still insta-kill other people. 

If he wanted to kill Zhang Shan in seconds, he was still lacking something. 

If he could kill Zhang Shan, the tyrant king would not hesitate to personally come over and use up the 

two mountain scrolls. 

Speaking of hatred for Zhang Shan, who would hate him as much as the domineering King? 

However, this was impossible. 

Even if he used the scroll, he would not be able to kill Zhang Shan. 

He could not kill Zhang Shan. 

Even if he was forced to retreat, it would be of no use. 

After being forced back, would Zhang Shan not return? 

However, the godly beast King that was fighting with Zhang Shan had been beaten until its HP was 

empty. 



It would be a pity if he gave up just like that. 

Even if he was willing, the other Qin players would not be willing. 

that was a mold for a divine weapon. 

If he gave up just like that, it would seriously affect his position in the hearts of the Qin players. 

As the boss, he could be pushed to the ground and ground. 

However, he could never not help his brother when he needed it. 

The tyrant king thought about it for a long time. 

He took out a scroll and handed it to a guild member beside him. 

“Take this scroll with you and beat back six tube Bodhisattva.” 

“Alright,” he said. 

that guild member, after receiving the scroll, quickly rushed to zhang shan’s position. 

At this moment, Zhang Shan did not know that danger was approaching. 

 Chapter 520 The curved stick 

the domineering king had arranged for someone to bring the scroll over. he was prepared to use the 

scroll to force zhang shan and the other two to retreat. 

Zhang Shan was not aware of this. 

He was still holding his hand cannon and firing non-stop, suppressing the players from the state of Qin 

and not letting them get close to him. 

Most of the time, he had to help the little fairy and boss Wu. 

This was because these Qin players knew that it would be difficult to kill Zhang Shan. Hence, they 

focused their attacks on the two of them. 

Fortunately, the three of them were standing together. 

It was also very convenient for Zhang Shan to help boss Wu and the little fairy out of trouble. 

He only needed to turn his gun and sweep it across without moving. 

The Qin players received the reply from the domineering King. 

He knew that the domineering King had already arranged for someone to bring the scroll over. 

They slowed down. The rhythm of their attacks on Zhang Shan and the rest, their attacks, slowly slowed 

down. 

They had been launching fierce attacks all this time. 

that’s called dying quickly. 



Under the firepower of Zhang Shan and the other two. 

Their attack could be described as a suicide attack. 

People fell one by one. 

In addition, there were the Qin players who came over to help. 

At least 100000 people had fallen. 

Since the domineering King had already arranged for a great killing weapon to come over ... 

They thought that they didn’t need to use their treasured swords anymore. 

after the scrolls were brought over, he used one of them. 

Even if Zhang Shan did not die, the other two would not be able to escape. 

After forcing Zhang Shan and the other two to retreat, they would focus their fire on the godly beast 

King and it would be over. 

As such, they had relaxed their attacks on Zhang Shan and the other two. 

Zhang Shan and the other two, who were guarding the godly beast King, quickly felt the pressure being 

lifted. 

He felt that the Qin players weren’t as desperate as before. 

Zhang Shan’s hand cannon kept firing until the Qin players were out of his shooting range. 

But he didn’t chase after them. 

It would be good if the Qin players didn’t charge forward. He could take the time to fight a few divine 

beast Kings. 

Perhaps, he would be able to kill the godly beast King after a few more hits. 

He didn’t know that these Qin players were waiting for the support of the tyrant king’s scrolls. 

Even if he knew, Zhang Shan did not have any other thoughts. 

All he wanted to do now was to destroy the godly beast King as soon as possible. 

As long as he could defeat the mythological beast King, Zhang Shan would not care about the Qin 

players in front of him. 

The surrounding Qin players, along with the people who came over to help, only had around 50 to 60 

thousand people left. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he had to protect the godly beast King and was worried that the players from 

the country of Qin would kill the godly beast King when he left. 

He would be able to kill these tens of thousands of Qin players in less than a few minutes. 

Zhang Shan said to boss Wu and the little fairy after he felt the pressure was reduced. 



you guys focus on suppressing them. I will try to attack the mythological beast King first. 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he locked his attack on the godly beast King. 

As for the Qin players who occasionally rushed over, boss Wu and the little fairy would take care of 

them. 

After all, they still had to rely on Zhang Shan to defeat the divine beast King. 

To be honest, with Zhang Shan’s current damage ability, if he were to use it in a fight, there would be a 

lot of damage. 

It felt like a waste. 

With boss Wu’s attack blessing, Zhang Shan’s single shot could deal over 240000 damage. 

The current players, apart from a small number of powerful Guardian classes, were all the same. 

no one had 24 hp. 

Some of the weaker players might not even have 50000 to 60000 HP. 

No matter who Zhang Shan shot, he would end it with a single shot, and there was a huge damage 

overflow. 

In that case, he might as well concentrate his firepower on the godly beast King. 

Let’s see if we can blow up the godly beast King first. 

As for the Qin players, they weren’t charging too fiercely. 

... 

Boss Wu and the little fairy could handle it. 

if they couldn’t handle it, zhang shan could just turn his gun around and provide support. 

Zhang Shan stared at the Qin players around him as he opened fire at the mythological beast King. 

Fanaticism and shadow clone skills had just been used, and their cooldowns were not over yet. 

zhang shan activated his berserk skill and dealt rapid damage. 

Berserk skills increase attack power by 20% for 10 seconds. 

It would also greatly increase his damage ability. 

Zhang Shan started to attack the godly beast King. 

Although there were no other targets around, his ejection was passive and could not be effective. 

Each attack could only deal one damage. 

It wasn’t like when he was farming the little red divine beast, where he could deal 12 damage in one 

shot. 



... 

However, Zhang Shan’s damage was still very high. 

Damages of over 200000 appeared above the head of the divine beast King one after another. 

furthermore, he would occasionally deal all sorts of critical hits. 

Zhang Shan was currently facing all sorts of rebellions, and there were about a dozen of them. 

When attacking, the chance of a critical hit was very high. 

Basically, after a few shots, there would be a critical hit. 

a critical hit with five times the damage dealt was over a million damage. 

If he used a Holy Strike, he would deal over 2000000 damage. 

However, Zhang Shan’s damage was very powerful. 

However, the godly beast King did not fall to the ground. 

and his health bar didn’t move at all. 

It couldn’t be helped, the divine beast King had already been beaten to a pulp by the players from the 

country of Qin. 

its health bar would no longer jump. 

Zhang Shan could only focus on attacking until the godly beast King was blown up. 

When the Qin players saw that Zhang Shan had started to attack the mythological beast King, they 

became anxious again. 

f * ck, six-pipe Bodhisattva is fighting the godly beast King. Everyone, charge together and don’t let 

down your guard. 

“There’s no need to panic. The domineering King has already arranged for people to bring the scrolls 

over. As long as the scroll arrives and we drive them away, it won’t be a problem at all.” 

” don’t talk nonsense. if six-barreled bodhisattva were to continue fighting the mythological beast king, 

he would probably be blown up. ” 

God knows when the tyrant King’s Scroll will arrive. If we’re late, then wouldn’t all our efforts today be 

in vain? ” 

“You’re right. Six-barreled Bodhisattva’s damage is so high. Perhaps in a minute or two, he’ll be able to 

take out the remaining HP of the divine beast King. Don’t hesitate, let’s charge together. We can’t let 

six-barreled Bodhisattva have the time to fight the godly beast King.” 

“Don’t just stand there, let’s charge together.” 

Under the encouragement of some Qin players. 

The originally relaxed attacks were quickly strengthened. 



A group of Qin players started to charge towards Zhang Shan and the rest. 

However, even though the intensity of their attacks had increased, they were no longer as fierce as 

before. 

After all, everyone had their own selfish motives. 

who would be willing to be cannon fodder if they could survive? 

Previously, he had no other choice but to risk his life. 

If they didn’t go all out, Zhang Shan would destroy the godly beast King. 

Now, there was a turn for the better. 

The domineering King had already arranged for someone to bring the scroll over. 

They didn’t need to go all out. 

It was enough to let a portion of them fight. 

The Qin players believed that as soon as the scroll arrived. 

Zhang Shan would have to withdraw from this battle, the battle for the godly beast King. 

Even though the Qin players didn’t attack as fiercely as they did at the start. 

However, boss Wu and the little fairy still couldn’t stop him. 

zhang shan could no longer fight the godly beast king peacefully. 

he had to pull out his hand from time to time to push back the qin players who were charging over. 

However, as long as he repelled a wave of Qin players, Zhang Shan would turn back and continue to 

fight the mythical beast King. 

He played on and off for more than a minute. 

The godly beast King still did not drop. 

zhang shan was getting a little anxious. 

He didn’t know that the domineering King had already arranged for people to bring scrolls over to 

support him. 

However, Zhang Shan knew that nothing could be delayed. Any delay could lead to unforeseen 

circumstances. 

he had to deal with the godly beast king as soon as possible. 

Zhang Shan took a look at his skills panel. 

he had just used his berserk skill, and it would take more than three minutes for it to cool down. 

As for fanaticism, its cooldown was not over yet. There were still more than two minutes to go. 



However, the shadow clone skill was almost ready. 

it was only a few seconds. 

After the shadow clone skill’s cooldown was over ... 

Zhang Shan decisively activated his shadow clone skill. 

Three Zhang Shans stood in a row. 

Zhang Shan controlled the two clones and locked the attack on the godly beast King. 

Shadow clone skill. The clone that was summoned would inherit 100% of the character’s attributes and 

passive skills. 

It could be said that there was no difference between the damage done to his clone and his own. 

The same attack power, the same attack speed, and the same critical hit effect. 

the two doppelgangers kept attacking the godly beast king, causing damage to appear on its head. 

As for himself, he kept an eye on the players from the state of Qin while he attacked the godly beast 

King. 

As long as they rushed up, he would turn around and force the Qin players to retreat. 

When the Qin players saw Zhang Shan summoning two more clones, they could not help but panic. 

f * ck, six-barreled Bodhisattva’s clone skill is back to normal. 

why isn’t the tyrant King’s Scroll here yet? if this drags on, it’ll get cold. 

there’s nothing we can do about it, ” ye mo said. the tyrant king is a little far from us. It’ll take them 

some time to get here. 

what’s the point of this? don’t let six-barreled Bodhisattva destroy the divine beast King. 

don’t be afraid of death. Charge forward with all you’ve got. Don’t give six-barreled Bodhisattva any 

time to attack. 

who’s afraid of death? I just died once, and I’ve died three times today. 

“you’re speaking as if everyone has died before.” 

“don’t be so noisy. let’s all charge together.” 

that’s right. If we wait any longer, even the godly beast King will be blown up. By then, it’ll be 

meaningless to care about who has died a few times. 

“Let’s just charge together and it’ll be over.” 

A group of Qin players discussed for a while. 

Very quickly, he resumed his offensive. 



They charged towards Zhang Shan and the other two, launching an even more ferocious attack. 

Zhang Shan could no longer spare any hands to fight the godly beast King. 

However, Zhang Shan did not mobilize his two clones. 

Zhang Shan allowed his clone’s attack to remain locked on the godly beast King. 

Whether or not he could kill the godly beast King, he didn’t care. 

It was also good to lose more health. 

Facing the Qin players, they desperately attacked. 

The pressure on Zhang Shan and the other two suddenly increased. 

Time passed by quickly. 

After the fifteen-second duration ended, Zhang Shan’s two clones disappeared. 

However, the godly beast King had not been destroyed yet. 

The Qin players didn’t relax their attacks. 

These Qin players also knew that this was a crucial moment. 

Their attacks were even more ferocious than at the beginning. 

Zhang Shan no longer had the time to attack the godly beast King. 

he could only focus on dealing with the qin players. 

Now, only the Panda ball was still attacking the godly beast King. 

The three of them had no time to spare. 

Zhang Shan held his hand cannon and fired continuously, suppressing the Qin players. 

As for the players from the state of Qin, they continued to attack with all their might while anxiously 

waiting for the support of the scrolls from the Subjugator. 

All of a sudden, the Panda dumpling waved its meaty little palm and slapped down on the godly beast 

King. 

Then, the godly beast King fell to the ground and disappeared. 

Zhang Shan and the other two had been watching the Qin players attack. They had not realized that the 

godly beast King had already been destroyed. 

Although Zhang Shan did not realize that the divine beast King had already been destroyed by the Panda 

bear. 

However, the players from the state of Qin immediately noticed it after the mythological beast King was 

killed. 



They had been there the whole time, charging towards Zhang Shan and the other two. The godly beast 

King was right beside the three of them. 

His eyes were fixed on Zhang Shan and the other two, as well as the godly beast King. 

After the godly beast King disappeared, how could they not see it? 

After the mythological beast King was defeated, the players from the state of Qin were in a state of 

shock. 

“F * ck, the godly beast King has been blown up.” 

f * ck you, what’s the point of fighting now? I’m going offline to sleep. 

“After a whole day of trouble, we didn’t even get a single hair. If I had known this would happen, I would 

have gone to fight the beast. At least I could have gotten some gold.” 

I’ll get a basic wave and go back to farm the little red divine beasts. Getting a piece of red equipment is 

better than anything else. 

I wanted to be a King of the divine beasts with the big shots. Now, I’m not a King of the divine beasts 

and I’ve died three times. What a loss. 

I won’t say anything else. I’m going offline. Bye. 

don’t run, continue to charge forward and kill six-barreled Bodhisattva. As long as we kill him, the divine 

beast King’s divine weapon mold might drop again. 

kill my ass. Who can kill six-barreled Bodhisattva? ” 

“That’s right. Six-barreled Bodhisattva can keep teleporting, not to mention in the city. Even if he 

doesn’t use teleportation, no one can kill him.” 

“Let’s go back to our homes and find our mothers.” 

“It’s boring to have such a thing happen during the new year. If I had known this would be the result, I 

would have gone to farm gold coin mythical beasts. That way, I would have been happier, and at least I 

would have earned gold coins.” 

“You guys go ahead, I’ll go offline to find someone to play cards with.” 

After the divine beast King was crushed by the Panda bear, the players of the state of Qin were all 

disunited. 

They no longer had the motivation to attack Zhang shansan. 

There was no need to talk about continuing to attack Zhang Shan and the other two. Many of the Qin 

players had experienced this wave of attacks. 

He didn’t even want to play the game anymore and went offline. 

It was really too hurtful. 

When they saw the Qin players, they did not attack again. 



Zhang Shan subconsciously glanced at the position of the godly beast King. 

Zhang Shan was stunned. 

Where was the godly beast King? 

Zhang Shan’s thoughts were still fixed on the fact that the godly beast King would not be killed so easily. 

Perhaps they would have to fight for a while longer. 

After all, a godly beast King could have tens of billions of health points at most. 

On the other hand, the Panda ball’s attack speed was so slow that it couldn’t deal much damage. 

zhang shan had never thought that the divine beast king would be defeated by the panda bear. 

He was still thinking of killing the mythical beast King after he was done with the Qin players. 

Now, the godly beast King was gone. 

It had already been destroyed by the Panda ball. 

Not only were the Qin players unable to accept such an outcome. 

Even Zhang Shan himself was surprised. 

At this moment, the little fairy and boss Wu, who were relieved of the pressure, also reacted. 

They had also seen that the godly beast King had been blown up. 

As for the Qin players, they didn’t bother with them. 

the mythological beast king was already gone, so why would he bother with the players from the state 

of qin? 

If they still dared to charge forward to die, then he would annihilate them all. 

It was annoying to look at. 

there was no godly beast king to hold back zhang shan and the other two. 

their movements were much more free. 

Just by teleportation, he could fight, run, and chase as he pleased. 

He could advance and retreat freely. 

as long as they wanted to, they could kill all the players from the state of qin. 

but at least he could sweep away most of them. 

As for their own safety, there was no need to worry at all. 

As long as the three of them did not seek death, they were invincible in the city. No one could kill them. 

&Nbsp; after seeing that the godly beast King had been killed, the fairy cried out in joy. 



Wahaha, the divine beast King has been blown up. Little dough is mighty. 

“I’ve picked up a divine weapon mold this time, hehe.” 

Oh right, brother Butler, hurry up and open the purple-gold treasure chest. Let’s see if there’s a divine 

weapon mold inside. 

there’s no need to look. There must be a divine weapon mold. 

I’m afraid that you’ll be unlucky. It’s possible that you’ll get other items from the purple-gold treasure 

chest. 

“Don’t worry, I’m the son of destiny. How could I get a trash item?” 

“Nonsense, the Panda dumpling is the real one. Son of destiny, you’re just a counterfeit.” 

take a good look. I’m going to get an agility-type godly item mold from this one. It’s just right for me to 

use, hehe. 

Zhang Shan opened his backpack to check. 

a treasure chest that glowed with a purple light lay quietly in his bag. 

Zhang Shan opened the treasure chest. 

A ray of purple light rose from Zhang Shan’s body. 

He quickly looked into his backpack. 

Now, Zhang Shan already knew that when opening the treasure chest. 

Other than the purple-colored items, the divine-ranked items also emitted a purple glow. 

Moreover, the purple glow of a divine rank item was different from that of a purple rank item. 

The flash of light just now meant that it was a God-tier item. 

According to the event announcement on the official website, there was a high chance that the purple-

gold treasure chest would drop a divine weapon mold. 

this time, he had obtained a divine weapon mold, so there was no way he could run away. 

However, after Zhang Shan looked through his backpack for a long time, he did not see any item that 

looked like a mold for a divine weapon. 

What was going on? what did he get just now? 

where’s the divine weapon mold? 

Why weren’t there any divine weapon molds? 

In the end, Zhang Shan found a long, curved root in his backpack. 

After seeing this item. 



Zhang Shan suddenly realized something. 

F * ck, could this thing be a divine artifact mission item? 

Weren’t the items from the purple-gold treasure chest all divine weapon molds? 

Why would there be a divine artifact? 

one had to know that a divine weapon quest item was much more precious than a divine weapon mold. 

a divine weapon mold could only be used to forge defensive divine weapons. 

as for the divine artifact mission item, it was a necessary item to create an attack-type divine artifact. 

At present, in addition to activating the task of repairing the divine artifact through the divine artifact 

task item, there were also other tasks. 

there was no other way to get an attack-type divine weapon. 

No matter what game it was, attack-type equipment was almost always more precious than defensive-

type divine weapons. 

It was even more so in the game new world. 

This was because in this game, the effect of the defense attribute was not too big. 

A player’s defense still mainly depended on their health. 

Only when one’s HP was high enough could they withstand the damage. 

Defense was like floating clouds. 

As for offensive equipment, there was no need to mention it. 

Players who couldn’t deal damage were all trash. 

Even for a Guardian, they would need to have a strong damage ability. 

Otherwise, they might not even be able to pull the boss. No matter how tanky they were, a tank that 

couldn’t hold the BOSS back was useless. They weren’t even qualified to be a meat shield. 

He saw that the item he got this time might be the reward of a divine weapon mission item. 

Zhang Shan was so happy that he almost jumped up. He quickly checked the item’s attributes. 

[ curved rod: this rod feels strange. It’s curved and doesn’t seem to be of any use. ] 

It looked like a piece of trash on the ground, but this stick was giving off a mysterious aura. 

Take it and ask someone who knows about it. It might be a precious item. 

F * ck, this item Introduction seems a little too cheeky. 

If Zhang Shan did not know that this was a divine weapon mission item, he would not even be interested 

in taking a second look. 



so the question was, what kind of divine artifact was this mission item? 

First of all, divine artifacts and accessories were excluded. 

Such a long rod did not match an accessory at all. 

It should be a weapon. 

As for the specific profession of the weapon, Zhang Shan was still not too sure. 

However, there were only two types of curved weapons. 

An Archer’s longbow and a wizard’s staff. 

As for the longbow or the staff? 

Only the heavens would know. 

This would require someone to bring this curved staff and look for the NPC everywhere to confirm. 

 


